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Summary 

The efficiency of a gas turbine is greatly dependent on the turbine inlet temperature. The 
continuing endeavor for more power and higher thermal efficiencies has resulted in the use of 
gas temperatures of over 1900 K in the latest gas turbine designs. As these temperatures are 
above the failure temperature of the turbine blade material, cooling must be implemented. 
One of the methods is film cooling. Cool air is bled from the compressor and discharged into 
the hot flow along a blade through small holes that are drilled in the blade wall. A rather 
new method to produce film cooling holes is laser drilling. However, the produced holes may 
contain imperfections which can reach even 25% of the hole diameter. Knowledge about the 
effect of imperfections in the cooling hole geometry on the film cooling effectiveness is crudal 
to prevent hot spots on a turbine blade. 
The objective of the research presented in this thesis is to perform film cooling experiments 
under gas turbine representative conditions, at which an imperfection in the injection hole 
in combination with the Mach number, blowing rate and free stream turbulence level are 
parameters of interest. A Ludwieg tube is used to perform the experiments. This transient 
facility is ideal to generate a subsonic flow at well defined conditions. A major advantage of 
the Ludwieg tube is the possibility to adjust the Mach number, Reynolds number and free 
stream turbulence level independently over a wide range. 

A jet is injected into the free stream boundary layer along a test plate, which is mounted 
inside the Ludwieg tube. The applied temperature difference between the jet and free stream 
is 23.6 K. Thin metal film heat flux gauges located on top of the test plate are used to de
termine the heat flux from the plate to the free stream. Experiments are performed with a 
perfect (round) injection hole and a hole that contained an imperfection in the geometry. The 
heat flux measured with jet injection is compared to the heat flux which is measured without 
jet injection. In the latter case the heat flux is defined entirely by the nature of the boundary 
layer along the test plate (i.e. the heat transfer coefficient in the boundary layer). 

First a jet is injected into a laminar boundary layer. From those experiments it is con
cluded that the benefit which is obtained by the realized temperature difference between the 
jet and the free stream is overshadowed totally by the increase of the heat transfer coefficient 
as a result of the disturbance of the boundary layer. Consequently, the heat flux increases 
significantly compared to the heat flux which is measured with a closed injection hole. Further 
it is concluded that the heat flux increases with increasing blowing rate or as a result of an 
imperfection located inside the injection hole. It is shown that injection of a jet becomes 
beneficia! from a film cooling perspective when the initial boundary lay~r is transitional. 



N omenclature 

Symbols 

a calibration coefficient [-] 
A area [m2] 
A' empirical constant in King's law [-] 
b calibration coeffi.cient [-] 
B' empirical constant in King's law [-] 
BR blowing rate [-] 
c speed of sound [ms-1] 
Cp specific heat [Jkg-1K-1] 

c coeffi.cient [-] 
d turbulence grid rod diameter [m] 
d hot-wire diameter [m] 
D diameter of the injection hole [m] 
D diameter of the opening in the orifice [m] 
D outer diameter of the injection tube [m] 
he average convection coefficient [wm-2K-1] 
E output voltage of the hot-wire anemometer [V] 
H thickness of the flat plate [m] 

electrical current [A] 
k thermal conductivity [wm-1K-1] 
l hot-wire length [m] 
m turbulence grid mesh size [m] 
m coefficient [-] 
M Mach number [-] 
Nu Nusselt number [-] 
p pressure [Pa] 
Pr Prandtl number [-] 
rf' heat flux [wm-2] 
R electdeal resistance [n] 
R gas constant [Jkg-1K-1] 

Re Reynolds number [-] 
t time [s] 
T temperature [KJ 
Tu turbulence intensity [%] 
u velocity [m.s-1] 
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V 
V 
VR 
x 

y 

voltage 
volume 
velocity ratio 
stream wise coordinate on the test plate 
coordinate perpendicular to the plate surface 

Greek symbols 

'Y 
7J 
() 

1-L 
IJ 

p 

x 

Subscripts 

b 
b 
g 

j 
1 
meas 
or 
r 

s 
t 
t 
theor 
true 
w 
wc 
0 
00 

temperature coefficient of resistivity 
ratio of specific heat capacities 
film cooling effectiveness 
dimensionless jet temperature 
dynamic viscosity 
kinematic viscosity 
density 
resistivity 

bottorn 
Wheatstone bridge 
gauge 
initial 
jet 
laminar 
measured value 
orifice 
recovery 
surface 
condition in the tube during measuring time 
turbulent 
theoretica! value 
true value 
wall 
water channel 
reference situation 
free stream 

[V] 
[m3] 
[-] 
[m] 
[m] 

[K-1] 
[-] 
[-] 
[-] 
[Nsm-2] 

[m2s-1] 
[kgm-3] 

[nm] 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

1.1 Scope 

Nowadays, the gas turbine is used widely in both industrial and transportation applications. 
It is supreme in the field of aircraft propulsion. Large stationary gas turbines are used for the 
generation of electricity in power plants. Furthermore, there is the possibility to power ships, 
railway locomotives and army tanks with the use of a gas turbine. The main advantage of a 
gas turbine engine is the fact that it is more compact than other engines that can produce the 
same amount of power. 
The three main partsof a gas turbine engine are a compressor, cambustion chamber and tur
bine. They are connected together as depicted in figure 1.1. 

compressor 

cambustion 
chamber 

turbine 

Figure 1.1: Simple scheme of a gas turbine engine. 

Large volumes of air are compressed to high pressure in the multistage compressor, after 
which fuel is injected into the compressed air inside the cambustion chamber. By burning the 
mixture a high-pressure, high-velocity and high-temperature gas is produced. The hot gas is 
expanded through the turbine over a number of stages, providing available power. Generally, 
about two-third of the available power is used to drive the compressor and the remainder can 
be used to drive a load or to provide thrust. 
The efficiency of a gas turbine depends primarily on the turbine inlet temperature. Regarding 
the latest gas turbine designs, the demand for more power and higher thermal efficiencies has 
resulted in the use of turbine inlet temperatures over 1900 K. There is an interest in increasing 
the inlet temperature even more. Since these temperatures are well aboye the maximum tem
perature allowed by the turbine blade material, there is a need for cooling. One of the used 
methods is film cooling. Pressurized air from the compressor, which bypassed the cambustion 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

chamber, is fed through internal passages inside the blades, after which it is discharged into 
the hot flow along the blade through small holes that are drilled in the blade walls. The 
discharged air should provide a thin, cool and insulating film along the external surface of the 
blade. Figure 1.2 shows a turbine blade with film cooling holes. 

Figure 1.2: Thrbine blade with film cooling holes. 

The typical diameter of film cooling holes in a turbine blade is 0.2 - 0.5 mm. These holes 
have been produced using electra-discharge or electro-chemical drilling. A newer technique 
to produce film cooling holes is laser drilling. The main advantages of this method over the 
traditional way of drilling are simplicity and speed. However, laser drilling is cruder and it can 
result in cooling holes with a roughness that can reach values up to 25% of the hole diameter. 
The produced hole geometry and thus the deviation from the perfect (round) hole strongly 
depends on the drilling parameters. Therefore, to select the optimal drilling parameters it is 
important to get insight into the influence of imperfections in the cooling hole geometry on 
the film cooling effectiveness. 
Jovanovié et al. [10] have carried out research about this topic at Eindhoven University of 
Technology. The experimental set-up in that research consisted of a water channel in which 
the velocity of the free stream was constant. A flat plate was positioned on the bottorn of the 
channel and a cylindrical injection hole in the plate provided the possibility to introduce a 
heated jet into the low-temperature free stream along the plate. The flat plate in this set-up is 
a simplilled representation of a turbine blade surface with cooling hole, positioned in the flow 
through the turbine. Experiments with the water channel set-up are performed with a perfect 
injection hole and with injection holes that contained an imperfection. The imperfections are 
simulated by a ring which is placed at a certain position inside the injection hole. Different 
velocity ratios (VR = Uj/U00 ) are realized by changing the velocity ofthejet. The measuring 
techniques liquid crystal thermography (LCT), laser induced fluorescence (LIF) and partiele 
image velocimetry (PIV) are used to examine the influence of an imperfection. LCT is used to 
measure the wall (plate) temperature downstreamof the injection hole, · LIF and PIV is used 
for visualization and characterization of the flow field in the vicinity of the injection hole. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

Generally, four types of large flow structures originate when a jet issues into the free stream 
along a flat plate [11] [13]. 

free stream 

windward 
vortices 

Figure 1.3: Schematic view of the vortical structures that are produced when a jet issues into the 
free stream along a flat plate [13]. 

Sim.ilar as in the flow around a cylinder harseshoe vortices are form.ed around the jet. As a 
result of obstruction of the free stream a pressure difference arises at the boundary between 
the jet and the free stream, which drives the roll-upof the free stream boundary layer. Ring 
vortices on the windward shear layer of the jet are produced directly at the outlet of the injec
tion hole. The jet and the free stream form a mixing layer with a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability, 
which causes a roll-up. The ring vortices are unsteady and become distorted as they progress 
downstream. However, strong ring vortices can change the flow field in the vicinity of the 
injection hole in such a way that the infiow of the free stream. towards the wall is enhanced. 
This effect is disadvantageous for film cooling. 
The most dominant flow structure is the counter rotating vortex pair (CRVP), which accu
pies the entire jet cross section. It is a steady structure which progresses far downstream. 
The CRVP enhances jet lift-off and a strong CRVP results in a high jet trajectory. In that 
case the jet lifts from the wall near the exit of the injection hole, allowing the free stream. to 
penetrate towards the wall. This effect is undesirable in film cooling applications, where it is 
essential that the jet is attached to the wall as long as possible, providing a thin protective 
layer. Peterson and Plesniak [13] reported that the strength of the CRVP is proportional to 
the blowing rate (BR = P~~~ ). 
Downstream. of the jet 'wake' vortices, or hurricane vortices, join the CRVP and the wall 
boundary fiuid. Their origin is not fully understood. F'ric and Roshko [7] reported that the 
'wake' vortices are different from the structures that are found in the wake behind a solid 
obstacle in a flow. According tothem they originate inthefree stream boundary layer. 
Jovanovié et al. [10] noticed that an imperfection in the injection hole can have a big infiuence 
on the formation of the large flow structures mentioned above and thus also on the film cooling 
effectiveness. They reported that the effect of the imperfection is determined by the size and 
position inside the injection hole. In some cases the imperfection deteriorated the flow field in 
such a way that the free stream reattached to the wall in the vicinity o~ the hole. In practice 
this phenomenon can lead to hot spots on a turbine blade surface. On the other hand they 
also noticed that in som.e cases the film cooling effectiveness increased. Figure 1.4 presents the 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

film cooling effectiveness downstream of the injection hole for jet injection through a perfect 
hole and a hole that contains an imperfection at the hole exit. Both the stream wise and 
span wise position on the plate are normalized with the diameter of the injection hole. It can 
be seen that the span wise coverage of the jet from a film cooling perspective increases as a 
result of the imperfection. For the perfect hole there is a region of low effectiveness directly 
downstream of the hole. This region disappears for the hole with imperfection, there is an 
overall increase in effectiveness. 

-1 

N 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x [] 

(a) Perfect hole 

....., 
'-' 

N 

0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
x [] 

(b) Hole with an imperfection 

Figure 1.4: Film cooling effectiveness for jet injection through (a) a perfect hole and (b) a hole that 
contains an imperfection at the hole exit, V R=O. 75 [10]. 

The outcome of the research with the water channel provides insight into the effect of an 
imperfection in the cooling hole geometry on the film cooling effectiveness. However, in the 
water channel some characteristic parameters of a gas turbine are impossible to simulate and 
therefore it was not possible to investigate their influence in combination with an imperfection 
on film cooling. From that the objective of this study is formulated. 
The objective of the study presented in this thesis is to perform film cooling experiments with 
a flat plate positioned in a flow, at which an imperfection in the injection hole, the Mach num
ber, Reynolds number, blowing ra te and free stream turbulence level are parameters of interest. 

A Ludwieg tube is used to carry out the film cooling experiments. The Ludwieg tube is 
an experimental facility in which the Mach number and Reynolds number can be varied inde
pendently over a certain range. In addition to that , it is easy to adjust the turbulence level 
of the flow inside the Ludwieg tube. 
The Ludwieg tube has been used widely to conduct experiments with sub- and supersonic 
flows, but film cooling experiments have been carried out scarcely with it. Only one artiele 
has been found about film cooling experiments using a Ludwieg tube set-up [15]. Those ex
periments are performed at a fixed Mach number (M = 0.42) and a fixed turbulence intensity 
(0.6%). The influence of an imperfection in the injection hole geometry was not investigated. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

In the past Hogendoom [8] performed experiments with a Ludwieg tube at Eindhoven Univer
sity of Technology. He conducted heat transfer measurements in a subsonic boundary layer 
along a fiat plate. The plate was positioned in the flow inside the Ludwieg tube and gauges 
located on top of the plate were used to measure the heat flux from the plate to the flow. The 
same Ludwieg tube and an available fiat plate with heat flux gauges on top are used in this 
study. 

1.2 Thesis overview 

This thesis continues in chapter 2 with the explanation of the principle and the specific prop
erties of the employed Ludwieg tube. During an experiment a heat flux from a test plate 
which is mounted inside the Ludwieg tube towards the free stream occurs. To deterrnine the 
heat flux a measuring technique with thin metal film gauges is used. This technique will be 
explained. The accuracy of measurements that are performed with the experimental set-up 
are discussed at the end of the chapter. It will be shown that both the accuracy and repro
ducibility of an measurement are very good. 
The possibility toperfarm film cooling research with the Ludwieg tube is investigated in chap
ter 3. For that purpose a test plate is constructed with the available fiat plate. Through an 
injection hole in the plate a jet at room temperature can be injected into the low-temperature 
free stream boundary layer along the plate. Basic film cooling experiments that are performed 
with the test plate will be discussed. It will follow that it is possible to carry out film cooling 
experiments with the Ludwieg tube. However, the layout of the gauges on top of the available 
fiat plate is inadequate to obtain clear results from measurements with it. The gauges are too 
long and the spacing between them is too large to obtain a satisfying resolution. The need for 
a new test plate with a for film cooling experiments optimized gauge layout arises. 
Chapter 4 focuses on the design of the new test plate with an optimized thin metal film lay
out. The new layout consists of shorter gauges and the spacing between the gauges has been 
reduced compared to the gauges on the available plate. Film cooling experiments are con
ducted with the new test plate, at which a jet is injected into both a laminar and transitional 
boundary layer. The results of the film cooling experiments will be discussed. 
Finally, the conclusions of this study and recommendations for further film cooling research 
with the Ludwieg tube are given in chapter 5. 
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Chapter 2 

Experimental test facility and 
measuring techniques 

The experiments in this study are conducted in a Ludwieg tube. The same set-up has been 
used previously by Hogendoorn [8] and Bchook [14) for heat transfer measurements in the 
boundary layer along a test plate which was positioned in the flow inside the tube. 
In this chapter besides the general principle of a Ludwieg tube also the specific properties of 
the actually employed set-up are explained. In addition to the experimental set-up also the 
measuring techniques that have been used to determine the free stream turbulence level and 
the heat flux are discussed. 

2.1 Ludwieg tube wind tunnel 

A Ludwieg tube (or expansion tube) is an impulsive flow device that is used frequently to 
generate short-duration, high-velocity gas flows. An important feature of the Ludwieg tube is 
the possibility to adjust the Mach number and Reynolds number independently over a wide 
range. The Mach number is defined as the ratio of velocity U of the flow to the speed of sound 
c in the medium: 

M=u 
c 

(2.1) 

If a length scale is nottaken into account, then the unit-Reynolds number [m-1] is defined as: 

U Up 
Reu=-=-

v "" 
(2.2) 

where v is the kinematic viscosity, 11- is the dynamic viscosity and p is the density of the 
medium. 

In a Ludwieg tube set-up a long tube is connected to a low-pressure dump tank with a test 
section in between. A chocking orifice and a diaphragm are located between the test section 
and the dump tank. Figure 2.1 shows the schematic view of a common Ludwieg tube set-up. 
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CHAPTER 2. EXPERIMENTAL TEST FACILITY AND MEASURING TECHNIQUES 7 

T DT 

T tube 

TS test section 

DT dump tank 

c choking orifice 

D diaphragm 

Figure 2.1: Schematic view of a common Ludwieg tube set-up. 

The Ludwieg tube employed in this study consists of a 10 m long stainless steel tube with 
a wall thickness of 20 mm and an inner cross sectional area of 100 x 100 mm 2 • The test sec
ti on includes a 500 mm long brass tube with the same cross sectional area as the main tube. 
The chocking orifice consists of an exchangeable aluminium plate with an opening and the 
diaphragm, which separates the high-pressure tube from the low-pressure dump tank, is made 
of 0.05 mm thick Melinex that can resist a pressure difference of 2 · 105 Pa. 
Before every experiment the pressure in the dump tank is reduced to about 500 Pa using a 
vacuum pump and the pressure inside the tube and test section is adjusted to the desired 
value. Generally this is a value between 104 and 105 Pa. 
Burning the diaphragm with an electrically heated 0.2 mm Kanthal cross-wire starts the ex
periment. A shock wave followed by a contact surface travels downstream into the dump tank 
and simultaneously an unsteady expansion fan starts its propagation from the choking orifice 
upstream into the tube and test section. Due to the expansion the gas inside the tube is 
accelerated until the flow becomes locally chocked (M =1). Consequently the sonic velocity is 
reached at the smallest cross sectional area, which is at the orifice. Ftom that point of time 
the remaining part of the expansion fan is swept back into the dump tank and the subsonic 
flow through the test section becomes steady. The flow parameters remain constant for a 
short time until the head of the expansion fan, being reflected at the upstream end of the 
tube, reaches the test section again and disturbs the steady flow. So, the available time to 
perform an experiment at steady flow conditions is the time between the fust and the second 
passage of the expansion fan at the test section. The measuring time decreases slightly with 
increa.Sing Mach number since the expansion fan moves faster due to the higher gas velocity. 

For the employed Ludwieg tube the Mach number can be varied from 0.08 up to 0.48. It 
is determined by the ratio of the tube area and the area of the opening in the choking orifice. 
The initial pressure in the tube determines the obtained Reynolds number. Independent of the 
Mach number the unit-Reynolds number can be varied from 5 ·105 to 7 ·106 m-1. The lower 
limit for the unit-Reynolds number is determined by the minimum required initial pressure in 
order to obtain a complete rupture of the diaphragm. The upper limit is determined by the 
maximum pressure allowed by the test section, which is atmospheric pressure. 
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The ratio of the tube area and the area of the opening in the orifice is related to the Mach 
number by [12]: 

....llL 
A tube _ 1 [ 2 ( ')' - 1 2)] 2(-r-1) ---- -- 1+--Mt 
Aar Mt 'Y + 1 2 

(2.3) 

where the subscript t refers to the steady condition during the measuring time and ')' is the 
ratio of the specific heat capacities of the used gas ('Y = ~ = 1.4 for air). This equation is 
useful todetermine the size of the opening in orifice to obtain a desired Mach number. How
ever, during an experiment the effective areas of the tube and the opening in the orifice are 
reduced by respectively boundary layer formation at the tube walls and streamline curvature 
effects in the orifice flow. Because of that the actually obtained Mach number will deviate 
somewhat from the theoretica! value predicted by equation 2.3. 
A more precise methad to determine the Mach number Mt is to use the ratio of the pressure 
during the experiment and the initial pressure in the tube. Assuming isentropic flow and an 
ideal gas, then using the isentropic relation for pressure and the speed of sound: 

and assuming a left running wave: 

2:L 
Pt = (Ct) "1-

1 

Pi Ci 

2c 
U + -- = constant, 

-y-1 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

it follows that the Mach number during an experiment is a function of the pressure ratio: 

_ 2 [(p)-w ] M--- - -1 
'Y- 1 Pi 

(2.6) 

So, by means of the initial pressure Pi and the during the experiment recorded pressure Pt. it 
is possible to calculate the actually obtained Mach number. 
Other flow conditions inside the Ludwieg tube like static gas temperature Tt, gas velocity Ut 
and gas density Pt can be derived using the relations for the Mach number: M = U/ c, for the 
velocity of sound: c2 = "(RT and the ideal gas law: p = pRT. Also the dynamic viscosity can 
be calculated: 

rLs 
J.L = 1.458 · 10-6-T--+ 110.4 

(2.7) 

From the obtained dynamic viscosity, density and velocity the unit-Reynolds number can be 
calculated according to equation 2.2. 
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2.2 Test section 

The test section includes a 500 mm long brass tube with a wall thickness of 10 mm and the 
sameinner cross sectional area as the 10 m long main tube (100x100 mm2 ). Both tubes are 
connected airtight. Figure 2.2 shows a sketch of the test section. 

turbulence grids hot wire probe 

bi~ I glass plate on top 
of a steel plate 

I 
r-

~l_+\ L 
hr-

····· ........ !2.40 0 

1 \ 

~ 

----''--

I 
135 \ pressure sensor 

I 200 

500 

Figure 2.2: The test section, located between the long tube and the dump tank. 

Slots with a depth of 3 mm that are milled in the sidewalls of the test section provide the 
possibility to slide a test plate inside. The test plate consists of a 2 mm thick stainless steel 
plate and a glass plate with heat flux gauges on top. It can be fixed with screws inside the 
test section in such a way that the glass plate is positioned in the middle of the cross section 
of the test section. To avoid flow separation at the leading edge of the test plate, an angle of 
incidence is set to 2.4 °. From equation 2.3 it follows that due to the local area reduction by 
the plate the Mach number above the test plate will deviate somewhat from value in the rest 
of the tube. 
A hole in the top wall of the test section provides the possibility to mount a self-constructed 
hot-wire probe. The hole is positioned in such a way that the hot-wire is situated 10 mm 
straight above the leading edge of the test plate (in case of an angle of incidence of 0°). In 
this way it does not disturb the development of the boundary layer along the plate. 

2.2.1 Thrbulence grids and hot-wire anemometry 

In a gas turbine the free stream turbulence level can exceed 20%. In the Ludwieg tube free 
stream turbulence is generated by means of static grids. The grids can be placed at two po
sitions inside the test section, 135 mm and 200 mm upstream of the leading edge of the test 
plate. The grids are composed of rods, placed in a square mesh pattern. Figure 2.3 shows 
the grid geometry. The mesh size m is the center-to-eenter distance between two parallel 
rods and d is the diameter of the rods. The free stream turbulence level is determined by 
the grid parameters and the position of the grid inside the test section. Besides that, the 
turbulence intensity generated by a grid is also dependent on both the. prevailing Mach and 
unit-Reynolds number. Generally it increases for decreasing Mach number and increasing 
unit-Reynolds number. 
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It is important to keep in mind that the turbulence grids create additional blockage inside 
the test section. Since the flow is supposed to choke at the choking orifice and not at the 
turbulence grid, the orifice should create the largest blockage. For each grid a critical Mach 
number can be calculated using equation 2.3. The critica! Mach number is the Mach number 
at which the blockage at the grid becomes larger than the blockage at the orifice and the flow 
subsequently starts to choke at the grid. For experiments four different grids were available. 
The dimensions of these grids, tagether with the critica! Mach numbers are listed in table 2.1. 

dH 
- 11 

11 11:1 
11 11 

grid d [mm] m[mm] Mcrit 

1 1 12.5 0.63 
2 2 10 0.44 
3 3 18 0.48 
4 4 21 0.46 

Figure 2.3: Turbulence grid geometry. Table 2.1: Turbulence grid parameters. 

Similar grids and equal distances between the grids and the leading edge of the test plate are 
applied by Hogendoorn [8]. He performed hot-wire measurements to characterize the turbu
lence created by the grids for various unit-Reynolds numbers at M =0.18 and M =0.36. In this 
research somewhat different Mach numbers are used, as will be discussed later in this chapter. 
For that reasou constant temperature hot-wire measurements are conducted to determine the 
turbulence intensity. 
During the measurements the wire, which is part of a Wheatstone bridge, is kept at a constant 
temperature by means of adjusting the current through it. There is an equilibrium between 
the heat production in the wire and the convective heat transfer from the heated wire to the 
free stream: 

(2.8) 

where i is the electrical current through the wire, Rw is the electrical resistance of the wire, l is 
the wire length, Tw and T00 are the temperatures of the wire and the free stream respectively. 
The heat production in the wire is proportional to E 2 , with E the bridge output voltage. 
In equation 2.8 Nu is the Nusselt number, which is a function of several parameters: 

Nu= f(Re, Pr, M, geometricalfactors) (2.9) 

The geometrical factors referred to include not only the length to diameter ratio of the wire 
but also quantities such as the geometry of the prongs and the orientation of the wire with 
respect to the flow. 
In experiments with the Ludwieg tube it is possible to keep the parameters Pr and M con
stant. Also the geometrical factors are constant for a certain hot-wire probe. This implies 
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that the Nusselt number is only dependent on the Reynolds number, which can be varied 
by changing the initial pressure inside the Ludwieg tube as discussed before. The relation 
between the Nusselt and Reynolds number is given by the modified King's law [3]: 

Nu= A'+ B'Ren (2.10) 

In this relation A' and B' are empirical constants and generally n is given a value between 
0.40 and 0.55. In King's law the value of n is fixed to 0.5. As the free strearn temperature 
and thus the dynamic viscosity does not change at a constant Mach number, the Reynolds 
number is proportional to the mass flux pU. 
Combination of equations 2.8 and 2.10 yields the relation between the measured heat transfer 
(i.e. the recorded bridge output voltage) and the instantaneous mass flux at a certain Mach 
nurnber: 

E 2 = A+B(pUt (2.11) 

The constants in this relation are obtained by means of calibration. For that purpose eight 
experiments are performed at different unit-Reynolds numbers, keeping the Mach number 
constant. A, B and nare evaluated to obtain the best fit through the data. For the applied 
Mach numbers 0.13, 0.22 and 0.48 the values for n are respectively 0.45, 0.47 and 0.44. This 
is in good agreement with literature [2]. 
The actual free strearn turbulence intensity is calculated as: 

Tu == V (pU - pU)
2 

. 100% 
pU 

(2.12) 

The calculated turbulence intensity is compensated for the slight changing flow conditions 
during measuring time. The change in flow conditions during an experiment will be discussed 
later in this chapter. 

The hot-wire measurements are performed with a Dantee Strearnline constant temperature 
anemometer and Dantee Streamware Application software. The bridge output voltage is sarn
pled with a frequency of 100 kHz. 
First a series of measurements is performed with a hot-wire probe constructed by Hogen
doorn [8]. The probe is mounted on the top wall of the test section and its prongs support 
a platinum-coated tungstun wire with a diameter of 5 J.Lm and a length of 1.2 mm. With 
these dirnensions a l/d ratio of 240 is obtained. Bruun [2] reported that the conductive heat 
transfer to the prongs can be neglected for a ratio larger than 250. For the employed wire 
this requirement is almost satisfied. The applied overheat ratio was 1.8. The turbulence levels 
obtained with the probe differed considerably with the values reported by Hogendoorn [8]. For 
exarnple, at M=0.13 and M=0.22 (Reu= 2.5 ·106 m-1) the turbulence intensities for grid 
2 are calculated to be respectively 3.95% and 3.39% in this research. For the sarne grid and 
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equal unit-Reynolds number Hogendoom [8] reports a turbulence intensity of 2.6% at M=0.18. 
A second series of hot-wire measurements is performed with a standard Dantee Probe (type 
55Pll), at a overheat ratio of 1.8. The probe supports a 5 /-LID platinum-coated tungstun 
wire with a length of 1.25 mm. The ljd ratio for the wire is 250. The wire is positioned 4 
mm upstream and 2 mm above the leading edge of the test plate. To prevent oscillation, the 
prongs are strengtherred with a bridge that consists of a droplet of glue. The turbulence levels 
obtained with the Dantee probe are almost equal to the values that are obtained with the 
self-constructed probe. The small difference is probably aresult of the fact that the wire on 
the Dantee probe was located 4 mm upstréam of the leading edge of the plate, whereas the 
wire supported by the other probe was located straight above the leading edge. 
Figure 2.4 presents the results for grid 4 at three different Mach numbers. The applied unit
Reynolds numbers are in the range 1.3 · 106 to 2.5 · 106 . The grid is positioned at 135 mm 
upstream of the leading edge of the test plate. As we are particularly interested in high turbu
lence levels, grid 1 is not studied. Grids 2 and 3 are studied roughly at a fixed unit-Reynolds 
number (Reu = 2.5 · 106 m-1) for three different Mach numbers. The results are shown in 
table 2.2. The measurements with grid 4 are repeated three times and good reproducibility 
of the values is found. As expected, the turbulence intensity decreases for increasing Mach 
number and it increases for increasing unit-Reynolds number. 
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Figure 2.4: Turbulence levels measured 4 mm upstream of the leading edge of the test plate with grid 
4 positioned 135 upstream of the leading edge. 

grid M=0.13 M=0.22 M=0.48 
2 3.95 3.39 2.41 
3 8.18 7.28 5.12 
4 10.18 9.41 7.05 

Table 2.2: Measured turbulence levels for grids 2, 3 and 4 at Reu = 2.5 · 106 m- 1
. The grids are 

positioned 135 mm upstream of the leading edge of the test plate. 

Variation of the turbulence intensity over the cross section at the stream wise position of the 
leading edge is investigated by shifting the Dantee probe 10 mm to the side. Measurements 
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with the probe located on this position are performed with grids 2, 3 and 4 at two different 
Mach numbers and two different unit-Reynolds numbers. The results did not show notice
able differences with the previous results. Therefore it is concluded that the turbulence is 
distributed homogeneously over the cross section. 
Although there is a large difference with the results reported by Hogendoorn [8], no reasans 
have been found to question the hot-wire results that are obtained in this research. The mea
surements are conducted with standard Dantee equipment , which has well defined properties. 
Further, the calculated calibration constants are in good agreement with literature. 
Figure 2.5 shows two examples of hot-wire signals that are obtained by means of experiments 
with and without a turbulence grid present inside the test section. The diaphragm is rup
tured at t=lO ms and the end of measuring time, which is defined by the second passage of 
the expansion fan at the test plate, is at approximately t=65 ms. In 2.5(a) it can be seen 
that there is no significant noise which contributes to the measured turbulence intensity. In 
fact, the turbulence intensity calculated from this signal is 0. 79%. This value, which is in 
agreement with the findings of Hogendoorn [8], is the natura! free stream turbulence level of 
the Ludwieg tube. A possible explanation for the difference with the results of Hogendoorn 
[8] might be the fact that he used a different kind of anemometer. In this research filtering of 
the hot-wire signals is not applied. Possible filtering by Hogendoorn [8] might therefore also 
cause the difference. 

4.5 

4 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 2.5: Hot-wire signals (a) without a turbulence grid and (b) with turbulence grid 4 located at 
135 rnm from the leading edge of the test plate (M =0.13, Reu = 1.0 · 106 m-1) 

2.2.2 Pressure measurements 

To determine the steady flow conditions that are obtained during an experiment, the initia! 
pressure in the test section and the pressure during the experiment must be measured. For 
that reason a calibrated (see appendix A) Viatran fast response pressure sensor is mounted 
in the siclewall of the test section, at the same stream wise position as the leading edge of the 
test plate and fiush with the inner wall. The position of the pressure sensor is shown in tigure 
2.2. The measuring range of the Viatran pressure sensor is 0 to atmospheric pressure, which 
is suilleient sirree the applied initia! pressures and the pressure inside the Ludwieg tube during 
an experiment are in the same range. 
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Figure 2.6: Recorded pressure signa!. 

Figure 2.6 shows an example of the pressure in the test section during an experiment. 
The diaphragm is ruptured at t=lO ms, which results in a fast decay of the pressure. In about 
10 ms the flow develops and the pressure reaches a nearly stabie level. The flow conditions are 
then steady for about 45 ms, this is the actual measuring time. During the measuring time 
the heat flux from the test plate to the expanded gas flow is measured. From the recorded 
pressure and the initial pressure in the Ludwieg tube the obtained flow conditions such as the 
Mach number are calculated. 
The pressure signal shows a slight decline of the pressure during measuring time. This is 
caused by boundary layer formation at the tube walls during the experiment, which results in 
a decrease of the effective tube area. In that case from equations 2.3 and 2.6 it follows that 
the Mach number increases and the pressure decreases. 
To investigate the influence of the Reynolds number on the Mach number, a series of ex
periments with the same choking orifice ( orifice 3, Mt=0.22) at different initial pressures is 
performed. From the recorded pressure the average Mach and Reynolds numbers during the 
measuring time are determined. For unit-Reynolds numbers ranging from 1.5 · 106 to 4.5 · 106 

m-1 the Mach number varied 0.7%. This proves that the obtained Mach number, as expected, 
is almost independent of the Reynolds number, which provides the possibility to investigate 
the individual effect of both on film cooling. 

2.2.3 Choking orifice 

The chocking orifice is fixed against the rear flange of the test section, at 20 mm upstream 
of the diaphragm. The obtained Mach number during an experiment is determined by the 
size of the opening in the orifice. It is concluded that the shape of the opening does not play 
a significant role. The employed orifices in this research consist of a 1 mm thick aluminium 
plate with a round opening. According to equation 2.3 the size of the openings are chosen to 
obtain theoretica! Mach numbers in the range 0.09- 0.54. 
The actually obtained Mach numbers are determined by means of pressure measurements. 
For each orifice the Mach number is calculated from the initial pressure in the test section 
and the pressure measured above the test plate according to equation 2.6. Figure 2. 7 shows 
the Mach number which is calculated from the pressure signalas shown in figure 2.6. During 
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measuring time the pressure and thus also the calculated Mach number changes slightly as a 
result of changing flow conditions. For that reasou the mean calculated Mach number is used. 
For each orifice the diameter D of the round opening is listed in table 2.3, together with the 
theoreticaland the measured Mach number. 
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Figure 2.7: Mach number calculated from the measured pressure during an experiment. 

orifice D[mm] Mt, theoretica! Mt , measured 

1 44 0.09 0.08 
2 56 0.15 0.13 
3 71 0.24 0.22 
4 80 0.30 0.28 
5 87 0.37 0.34 
6 94 0.45 0.41 
7 100 0.54 0.48 

Table 2.3: Characteristics of the orifices. 

2.3 Heat flux measuring technique 

Due to the expansion inside the test section, the temperature of the gas drops while the 
temperature of the glass plate on top of the stainless steel plate remains at its initial value 
(ambient temperature). The temperature difference results in a heat flux from the plate to 
the gas. Thin metallic film heat flux gauges located on top of the plate are used to determine 
the heat flux. The same measuring technique is used by Hogendoom [8] and Sckook [14] in 
their research with the Ludwieg tube. 
The employment of thin film gauges is a direct result of the requirements that must be satisfied. 
First of all the measurement technique must be fast to measure the heat flux from the plate 
to the high-velocity gas flow during the available measuring time (abou.t 45 ms). FUrther, to 
measure the heat flux at different locations on the plate a number of gauges have to be used 
simultaneously. Finally, the upstream gauges may not affect the flow over the downstream 
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gauges, so there is a size limitation. 
Hogendoorn [8] showed that only thin film gauges satisfy these requirements totally. With a 
response frequency of at least 30 kHz the technique is fast enough to measure the heat transfer 
across the subsonic boundary layer with sufReient accuracy and due to the small dimensions 
of the gauges the flow is not disturbed. 

2.3.1 Thin metal film gauge principle 

The working of thin film gauges is based on the fact that the resistance of a thin metallic film 
changes due to the change of its temperature. For small temperature variations the relation 
between the resistance of a thin film gauge and its temperature is linear: 

R9 = Ro[1 + o:o(T9 - To)] (2.13) 

where the subscripts g and 0 refer to the present and reference situation (20 °C) of the gauge 
and o:0 is the temperature coefficient of resistivity. Ro and o:0 are obtained by means of cali
bration. 
In this study the thin film gauges are used as a cold film and each gauge is incorporated in 
a Wheatstone bridge (see figure 2.8). In contrast to the constant temperature method (hot 
film), which is another possible method to operate a thin film gauge, a cold gauge does not 
play an active role and therefore it does not infiuence the heat transfer process. 

Vo 

Figure 2.8: Wheatstone bridge with incorporated thin film gauge. 

In figure 2.8 R1 and R2 are the constant bridge resistances, R3 is the variable bridge resistance, 
R9 is the incorporated gauge and Vo is the souree voltage. The Wheatstone bridge output 
voltage Vb is related to the bridge resistances and the souree voltage according to: 

(2.14) 

From equations 2.13 and 2.14 the relation between the change in Wheàtstone bridge output 
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voltage and the change in the temperature of the gauge can be derived: 

Tg _ To = (R3 + Ro)
2 

[ ~ Vb] 
R3Ro aoVo 

(2.15) 

Before the start of an experiment the Wheatstone bridge output voltage is adjusted to a 
eertaio value VbO at the initia! gauge temperature T0 , using the variabie bridge resistance R3. 

The temperature change of the flow along the gauge during the experiment will change the 
gauge resistance and therefore the bridge output voltage from VbO to a value Vb. By measuring 
and recording that voltage change, the change in gauge temperature is calculated according 
to equation 2.15. From the temperature history of the gauge the heat flux is reconstructed. 
The flux reconstruction method is discussed later in this chapter. 

2.3.2 The design of thin metal film gauges 

The production process of a fiat plate with thin film gauges on top consists of a few steps. 
First a thin metal film is evaporated onto an electrical isolating substrate (the glass plate). 
Then a photo resist layer is sprayed onto the substrate surface and a mask is used to cover 
the metal film with a desired thin film layout. The layout contains both the gauges and 
the conneetion tracks, which lead the gauge signals to the sides of the plate. Each gauge is 
connected to two tracks. One of the tracks is connected to common ground and through the 
'+'track the (changing) resistance of the gauge with respect to ground is measured. The part 
of the metal film which is not covered by the mask is exposed to UV-light. As aresult of the 
action of the photo resist layer the UV -light affects the metal film through which it can be 
removed by means of etching. 
At the beginning of this study a glass plate with heat flux gauges on top was ava.i.lable from 
previous research with the Ludwieg tube. A schematic view of the thin film layout, including 
the gauges and the conneetion tracks, is depicted in figure 2.9. 

IIIJI conneetion tracks 

Figure 2.9: Top view of the thin film layout on the old flat plate. 
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The layout has been designed and optimized by Hogendoorn [8] for the purpose of heat transfer 
measurements in subsonic transitional boundary layers, with the desire to detect turbulent 
spots. This plate is used in this study to get insight into the possibilities to perform film 
cooling experiments with the Ludwieg tube set-up. 
The plate is made of B270 glass and the gauges are made of titanium. The dimensions of the 
plate are: length 190 mm, width 85 mm and thickness 1 mm. The gauge layout consists of 9 
mm long gauges with a width of 10 J.lffi and 40 mm long gauges with a width of 50 J.lffi. The 
height of allgaugesis 70 nm and the stream wise spacing betweenthem is 10 mm. All gauges 
are calibrated with the temperature ranging from -12 oe to 24 oe. Depending on the gauge 
length the values for Ro are between 10 kfl and 20 kn, whereas the average value for ao is 
1.7 ·10-3K-1. 

2.3.3 Flux reconstruction 

The heat flux from the plate to the cooled free stream is reconstructed from the temperature 
history of the thin film gauges. For the reconstruction the heat flux is assumed to be one
dimensional. Hogendoom [8] showed that this assumption is justified. The one-dimensional 
heat conduction equation is given by: 

pc 8T = !__ (k 8T) 
8t 8y 8y 

(2.16) 

where k, p and c are respectively the conductivity, density and heat capacity of the plate 
material (B270 glass). The y-direction is the direction perpendicular to the surface of the 
plate. A secoud order accurate finite volume method with a first order time integration is 
used to numerically solve equation 2.16. The applied boundary conditions are: 

T8 (t) = T9 (t)- To (2.17) 

(2.18) 

where the subscripts s and b refer to the surface and bottorn side of the fiat plate. T9 ( t) - To is 
computed from the recorded change in Wheatstone bridge output voltage according to equa
tion 2.15. The secoud boundary condition implies a semi-infinite assumption, which holds if 
the thermal front of the expansion does not reach the bottorn of the fiat plate during the mea
suring time. The time t required for a step wise change in temperature to reach the bottorn 
of the 1 mm thick plateis given by [5]: 

pcH2 
t=--

16k 
(2.19) 

where H is the thickness of the plate. The bulk properties of B270 glass are: p = 2550 kg/m3, 

c = 860 J /kgK and k = 0.95 W /mK. With these properties it follows that the time required is 
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140 ms. Depending on the Mach number the end of measuring time is approximately 55 ms af
ter rupturing the diaphragm. It can be concluded that the semi-infinite assumption is justified. 

The numerical domain (i.e. the cross section of the glass plate) is divided in 100 elements 
with grid refinement at the surface. The heat flux at the surface of the plate is reconstructed 
by means of the heat flux computation over the first element of the domain: 

q" (t) = k Ts(t) - T2nd(t) 
/:1y 

(2.20) 

!1y is the size of the first element and T2nd is the temperature that is solved in the second 
nodal point ( the first internal node seen from the surface) . With this model heat storage in 
the first element is neglected. 
Hogendoorn [8] applied a flux step function as a test case to analyse the error in the flux 
reconstruction method. The solution obtained with the method deviated less than 0.5% from 
the known analytica! solution, so the employed method is sufficiently accurate despite ignoring 
heat storage. 
Figure 2.10 shows an example of the computed temperature history of a thin film gauge and 
the corresponding reconstructed heat flux. In the experiment the flow along the flat plate was 
laminar. The diaphragm is ruptured at t=10 ms and the end of test time is at t=65 ms. 
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Figure 2.10: Example of (a) the computed temperature signaland (b) the reconstructed heat flux. 

2.4 Data acquisition and data processing 

Each experiment starts after rupturing the diaphragm and is characterized by a fast decay of 
the pressure inside the Ludwieg tube. Data from the pressure sensor and the heat flux gauges 
is sampledat a rate of 30kHz, using an National Instruments AT-MI0-16E-1 interface board 
and stored on a hard disk. The data acquisition is triggered on the fast decay of the pressure 
signa! with the use of Labview software, at which also a number of pre-trigger scans are taken 
to determine the initia! conditions. Triggering on the pressure signa! assures that the data 
acquisition starts as soon as the diaphragm is ruptured. The hot-wire signals are sampled 
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with the sameinterface board at a rate of 100kHz. Matlab programs are used to determine 
the calibration constants of the hot-wire probe for constant Mach numbers and to calculate 
the turbulence levels. 
The output signals of the Wheatstone bridges are amplified 250 times. The amplifier can 
amplify thirteen signals at once. Therefore the pressure signal and thirteen gauge signals 
can be recorded during one experiment. Since the plate contains thirty two gauges, three 
successive experiments have to be performed to collect the data of all gauges. 
Fortran programs are used to process the acquired data. First high peaks are filtered out with 
the use of a median filter. After filtering the change in gauge temperature is calculated for 
every gauge. Finally, from the temperature history of each gauge the heat flux from the plate 
to the flow is reconstructed. 

2.5 Quality of the experimental method 

In this section the accuracy of measurements that are conducted in the Ludwieg tube is 
discussed. For the flow conditions and the measured heat flux both the uncertainty and 
the reproducibility are investigated. lt will be shown that it is possible to obtain accurate 
measurement results. The calculation of the uncertainty in the flow conditions is explained in 
appendix A. 

2.5.1 Uncertainty estimation and reproducibility 

The uncertainty in the calculated flow conditions and reproducibility of the flow conditions 
is determined by the precision with which the pressure and the temperature can be adjusted 
and recorded. The ambient temperature is measured with an uncertainty of 0.1K and the 
uncertainty in the recorded pressure is 110 Pa. Based on these uncertainties the uncertainty 
in the Mach and unit-Reynolds number for the most inaccurate combination (i.e. the lowest 
Mach and unit-Reynolds number) is 4.9%. lt can be concluded that reproducibility of the 
flow conditions is good. 

2.5.2 Laminar flow measurements 

The accuracy of the heat flux measured with the thin film gauges is checked with a series 
of laminar flow experiments. A completely laminar boundary layer along the test plate is 
obtained by generating a low unit-Reynolds number and performing the experiment without 
the use of a turbulence grid. For a constant flow along a constant temperature semi-infinite 
flat plate the theoretica! expected heat flux in a developing laminar boundary layer is given 
by [1]: 

with: 

11 k 
Qz (x)= -(Tw- Tr)Nux 

x 
(2.21) 

(2.22) 

where kis the thermal conductivity of the gas, x is the stream wise position on the plate, Pr 
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is the Prandtl number, Nux and Rex are the local Nusselt and Reynolds numbers, Tw is the 
temperature at the plate wall and Tr is the recovery temperature, which is a function of the 
Mach number: 

(2.23) 

Fora laminar boundary layer the value of bis 2 and the Prandtl number is equal to 0.72. 
Figure 2.11 shows the over the measuring time averaged heat flux for laminar flow conditions 
at a unit-Reynolds number of 2.0 · 106 m-1. Also the analytica! solution of the heat flux 
(equation 2.21) is shown. To perform film cooling experiments with the available glass plate 
an injection hole has been made in it (see next chapter). The stream wise position x on the 
plate is normalized with the injection hole diameter D. The leading edge of the in this case 
closed hole corresponds to x/ D = 0. By making the injection hole in the plate the gauge that 
is located at x/ D = -0.75 is damaged and can not be used for measurements anymore. 
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of the measured heat flux and the theoretical laminar heat flux (M=0.22, 
Reu=2.0 · 106 m-1 ). 

It can beseen that the measured heat flux is distributed around the expected theoretica! heat 
flux. The deviation from the theoretica! values is caused by several sourees of uncertainty. 
As discussed in previous section there is a small error in the numerical flux reconstruction. 
Besides that, also the uncertainty in parameters which are used in the flux reconstruction 
limit the overall accuracy. The properties at the surface of the glass plate can deviate from 
the properties specified by the manufacturer for bulk material. The temperature coefficient of 
resistivity ao and the reference resistance Ro of a gauge are obtained by means of calibration. 
Other parameters that are used in the flux reconstruction are the amplification factor and the 
adjusted Wheatstone bridge souree voltage. The uncertainty in the recorded change of the 
Wheatstone bridge output voltage is a result of the inaccuracy in the data acquisition system. 
Many of the sourees of uncertainty are linearly related to the heat flux. To correct the obtained 
inaccuracy a calibration method is used. For a laminar flow measurement at a certain Mach 
and unit-Reynolds number the measured heat flux is assumed to correspond totally with the 
expected theoretica! heat flux. 
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The deviation from the theoretica! values is eliminated by introducing a calibration factor 
for each individual gauge: 

1/ 

:F = ql, theor. 
1/ (2.24) 

ql, meas. 

This factor is only valid for measurements at the same Mach and unit-Reynolds number at 
which the laminar flow measurement used for the calibration is performed. For subsequent 
measurements the reconstructed heat flux is multiplied with the valid calibration factor. 
Reproducibility of the flow conditions in the Ludwieg tube is good. The reproducibility of 
the measured heat flux is investigated for each individual gauge by conducting four successive 
measurements at equal flow conditions. Figure 2.12 shows the averaged uncorrected heat flux 
for those experiments, which are performed at M=0.34 and Reu=1.5 · 106 m-1. The average 
and the maximum variation in the measured heat flux are 1.6% and 2.8% respectively. These 
values correspond to the findings of Hogendoom [8]. It can be concluded that it is possible to 
conduct accurate heat flux measurements at well defined flow conditions with the employed 
experimental method. 
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Figure 2.12: Averaged measured heat flux for four successive experiments (M=0.34, Reu=l.5 · 106 
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Chapter 3 

Basic film cooling experiments 

In previous chapter it is concluded that accurate heat flux measurements at well defined flow 
conditions can be conducted with the Ludwieg tube. In this chapter the possibilities of film 
cooling research with it are investigated by conducting basic film cooling experiments. For 
that reason the test section and the available glass plate with thin film heat flux gauges on 
top are adjusted. The results of the basic film cooling experiments will be discussed at the 
end of this chapter. 

3.1 Adjustments to the set-up for film cooling experiments 

To perform film cooling experiments with the available plate an injection hole has been made 
in it through which a jet at room temperature can be injected into the low-temperature free 
stream boundary layer. The effect of an imperfection in the injection hole on film cooling will 
be investigated by camparing measurement results obtained with a perfect (round) injection 
hole and a hole which contains an imperfection. 
In the water channel research a hole with a diameter of 57 mm is used to inject a heated jet 
into the flow along the fiat plate on the bottorn of the channel [10]. The jet injection angle 
was 37° and the leading edge of the hole was located 1625 mm downstream of the leading edge 
of the fiat plate. This contiguration resulted in the desired Reynolds numbers and boundary 
layer thickness at the stream wise position of the injection hole. At a constant velocity of the 
main flow of 0.20 m/ s, the Reynolds number ReL basedon the distance between the leading 
edge of the plate and the injection hole was 3.3 · 105. The Reynolds number Ren based on the 
diameter of the hole ranged from 2 · 103 to 17 · 103 for velocity ratios (V R = Uj/Uoo) ranging 
from 0.15 to 1.50. 
Since the spacing between the heat flux gauges on top of the available glass plate is 10 mm, the 
injection hole had to be chosen large enough to obtain a sufficiently good resolution. Besides 
that, the distance between the trailing edge of the hole and the first gauge downstream of the 
hole had to be as small as possible to investigate the film cooling in the near region of the 
hole. Note that the leading and trailing edge of the hole are defined with respect to the free 
stream. On the other hand, there was a desire for the Reynolds numbers ReL and Ren to be 
of the same order of magnitude as the Reynolds numbers used in the water channel research. 
These demands resulted in a 4 mm injection hole at a distance of 93 mm downstream of the 
leading edge of the plate. In this way the trailing edge of the hole is located at 2 mm upstream 
of a row of four short gauges. The Reynolds number ReL is in the order of magnitude 105 
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and depends on the Mach number and the initia! pressure in the Ludwieg tube. It increases 
with increasing Mach number and/or increasing initia! pressure. The size of the hole is a com
promise to obtain a satisfactory amount of measuring points without exceeding the Reynolds 
numbers ReD of the water channel research too much. For the 4 mm injection hole the zone of 
interest covers about twelve gauges (two rows of short gauges and four long gauges) at six dif
ferent stream wise positions downstreamof the injection hole [10]. The Reynolds number ReD 
is maximal 2.2ReD,wc, which holds for the largest realizable Mach number (M=0.48), atmo
spheric initia! pressure and blowing rates in the range 0.15 to 1.50. For flow conditions which 
are the most similar to the conditions in the water channel (i.e. the lowest realizable Mach 
number M=0.08), the obtained Reynolds numbers are ReL=0.5ReL,wc and ReD=0.6ReD,wc 
at atmospheric initia! pressure. 

A 18 mm hole is made in the glass plate after which it is glued on a 2 mm thick 195 x 106 mm 
stainless steel plate that contains a hole of the same size. The steel plate acts as a heat sink 
and is assumed to remain at its initia! temperature during an experiment. Both plates have a 
sharp leading edge of 20° to prevent flow separation. In the 18 mm hole a brass holder that 
contains the 4 mm injection hole is glued. The top side of the brass holder is on the same level 
as the surface of the glass plate. Experiments do not detect the influence of the holder on the 
free stream boundary layer. At the sides of the plate 0.2 mm copper wires are connected to 
the tracks with the use of electdeal conductive silver epoxy glue (Epotek H20S). Figure 3.1 
shows a schematic view of the test plate (i.e. the metal support plate on which the glass plate 
is glued). A photograph of the construction is shown in appendix B. This test plate is slid 
into the test section and fixed with an angle of incidence of 2.4 o . 
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Figure 3.1: Old plate with heat flux gauges on top adjusted for film cooling experiments. 
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The 4 mm injection hole in the brass holder is inclined at an angle of 55°. With this jet 
injection angle test plate can be used to investigate the possibility to conduct film cooling 
experiments with the Ludwieg tube, but subsequent film cooling experiments require a new 
test plate that contains an injection hole at a 37° inclined angle and if necessary a for film 
cooling experiments optimized thin metal film layout. 
Brass tubes with an inner diameter of 4 mm and an outer diameter of 6 mm are used to supply 
the injection hole with air. A perfect injection hole is simulated by using a standard tube. To 
simulate an imperfection in the hole geometry a brass ring is soldered on the desired position 
inside a brass tube. This is the same method to create an imperfection as used in the water 
channel research. It provides the possibility to investigate the effect of both the size and the 
position of an imperfection on film cooling. The length of the brass tubes is 200 mm, which 
is equal to 50D. In this way a fully developed flow at the hole exit (in case of a tube without 
imperfection) is ensured. 
An injection tube enters the test section through a hole in the bottorn wall and it slides 
smoothly into the brass holder. In this way the injection tube is exchangeable. The cross 
section of the brass holder (part a) is shown in figure 3.2, tagether with an injection tube 
(part b) which contains an imperfection (part c). 

a brass holder 
b injection tube 
c imperfection 

Figure 3.2: Cross section of the brass holder with injection tube. 

During an experiment a part of the injection tube (which is at room temperature) is subjected 
to the high-velocity, low-temperature free stream inside the test section. The energy balance 
states that the heat transferred from the tube to the flow due to forced convection equals the 
decrease of energy stored inside the tube [9]: 

dT -
pVepdt = -hcA(T- T00 ) (3.1) 

where A and V are respectively the surface area and volume of the tube. p and Cp are the 
density and specific heat of the tube material, which is brass. The average convection coeffi.
cient he can be estimated from equation 3.2: 

(3.2) 
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In this relation the Reynolds number ReD is based on the outer diameter of the injection tube 
and the velocity of the free stream. k is the thermal conductivity of the free stream and the 
constants C and mare obtained from a table [9]. 
Solving equation 3.1 with the initia! condition T=Ti at t=O yields: 

(3.3) 

where T is the temperature at timet. 
For M =0.48 (i.e. Ut=150 m/ s and Tt=246 K) it follows that the convection coeffi.cient he is 
equal to 265 W / m2K and the injection tube is cooled at a rate of 5 °C/ s. For lower Mach 
numbers the cooling rate decreases. Since the change in temperature of the tube and the jet 
during the 45 ms measuring time can be neglected, the injection tubes are not isolated. 
The blowing rate during an experiment is controlled by adjustment of the mass flow rate 
through the injection tube with a calibrated mass flow controller (MFC). The MFC is provided 
with air from the buildings pressurized air supply. 
Prior to the experiment the mass flow rate is set to the desired value and a vacuum pump is 
used to maintain the desired initial pressure inside the test section. Since the injection system 
is open to the test section the expansion fan that occurs after rupturing the diaphragm enters 
the injection tube and consequently the air inside the tube is cooled. After reflecting at the 
outlet of the MFC the expansion fan leaves the injection system and at the same time the 
injection tube is refreshed with air. The high pressure at the inlet side of the MFC prevents 
the expansion fan to travel entirely through the MFC into the pressurized air supply. The 
available 45 ms measuring time is reduced by the time required for the expansion fan to reach 
the MFC plus the 'fresh' air to reach the exit of the injection hole. This time is defined by 
the distance between the outlet of the MFC and the exit of the injection hole, the velocity 
of the running expansion fan (i.e. the Mach number) and the velocity of the 'fresh' air. To 
minimize the loss of measuring time the MFC is connected straight to the injection tube with 
a Sensit pressure sensor mounted in between. In this way the measuring time is reduced with 
approximately 5 ms. The pressure sensor, with a measuring range of 0 to 5 bar, is used to 
measure the pressure inside the injection system. 

3.2 Results of basic film cooling experiments 

The possibility to perfarm film cooling research with the adjusted set-up is investigated by 
performing heat flux measurements with jet injection through a perfect injection hole (P case) 
and a hole which contained an imperfection (I case). Figure 3.3 shows the geometry of the 
imperfect hole. The ring, which simulates the imperfection, is soldered to the end of the 
injection tube. In this way it is located at 0.5D from the leading edge of the injection hole. 
The experiments are performed at a unit-Reynolds number of Reu=2.1·106 m-1 and a Mach 
number of 0.22. With these conditions the temperature difference between the jet and the 
freestreamis 23.9 K. All experiments are performed twice. 
To campare the results of both cases the measured heat flux q" is normalized with the heat 
flux q;' which is measured in the laminar case with a closed injection hole at the same Mach 
and unit-Reynolds number. The stream wise position x on the testplateis normalized with 
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the injection hole diameter D. The leading edge of the injection hole corresponds to x j D = 

0 and the first row of four short gauges downstream of the hole is located at 2 mm from the 
trailing edge. 
Before the start of the measurernents it was noticed that one of the two centerline gauges 
within the secoud row of four short gauges downstream of the hole (i.e. xj D = 9.25) was 
broken. For presenting the results the broken gauge is given the value that is rneasured by 
the other centerline gauge next to it. 

Figure 3.3: Geornetry of the injection hole with irnperfection. 

Figure 3.4 shows the results for both the P and I case. In both cases the same blowing rates, 
ranging frorn 0.72 to 2.88, are realized. For these results the heat flux is averaged over 40 
ms measuring time. Concerning a row of four short gauges the average measured heat flux is 
presented, in this way cornparison with the longgaugesis possible. As expected, the heat flux 
upstrearn of the hole corresponds to the laminar heat flux, the deviation is in the order of the 
measurement inaccuracy. Because of that only one measuring point upstream of the hole is 
presented. 
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(a) Perfect hole (b) Hole with imperfection 

Figure 3.4: Laterally averaged heat flux with jet injection through (a) a perfect hole and (b) a hole 
that contains an imperfection inside the injection hole at 0.5D frorn the leading edge. ( M = 0.22, 
Reu= 2.1 · 106 rn - 1) . 
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The effects of jet injection at different blowing rates and an imperfection in the injection 
hole on the measured heat flux are clearly visible. The differences are generally much larger 
than the measurernent inaccuracy. However, contrary to the purpose of film cooling it follows 
for both cases that the plate is less protected due to injection of the jet, the heat transfer 
downstream of the hole increased. Although the temperature of the jet is higher than the 
free stream ternperature, the heat flux gauges and thus the test plate are cooled more rapidly. 
Apparently there is no film cooling. 
It is difficult to explain these results without visualization of the occurring flow structures. In 
figure 3.5 visualization of the jet that issues into the free stream inside the water channel is 
shown for two different velocity rates [10]. The jet injection angle is 37°. These results are 
obtained by means of LIF. 

(a) BR=0.45 

(b) BR= l.25 

Figure 3.5: Visualization of the jet in cross flow at two blowing rates (a) BR=0.45 and (b) BR=l.45 
[10]. 

As discussed in the introduetion the strength of the counter rotating vortex pair (CRVP), 
which enhances lifting of the jet, is proportional to the velocity / blowing rate. In figure 3.5 it 
can beseen that fat BR=0.45 the jet is well attached to the wall , whereas at BR= 1.25 lifting 
of the jet allows the free stream to penetrate towards the wall. 
A possible explanation for the increase in heat flux as a result of jet injection might be the 
high jet trajector-y in combination with quasi-turbulent mixing of the jet and the free stream 
boundary layer. The high jet trajectory is aresult of the 55° injection angle and the relatively 
high blowing rates. Besides that, in a gas turbine cool air is bled from the compressor and 
injected into the hot flow along a turbine blade. As the cooler air is more dense and therefore 
heavier, it tends to attach to the blade, providing a protective layer. In our case the tem
perature of the jet is higher than the free stream temperature. In that case buoyancy also 
contributes to the lifting of the jet. Probably there is no attachment of the jet to the plate at 
all, by which the heat flux increases compared to the laminar case due to the disturbance of 
the boundary layer. 
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In figure 3.6 the measured heat flux in the P case at a blowing rate of 0.72 is presented, 
together with the theoretica! heat flux that can be expected in as well as a laminar and a 
turbulent boundary layer along a constant temperature flat plate. Although it is believed 
that intense mixing takes place downstream of the injection hole, the measured heat flux is 
stilllower than the heat flux expected in a turbulent boundary layer. 

3 

- laminar 
turbulent * messurement 

* * * * * * 

-16 -12 -8 -4 0 4 8 12 16 
x/ D [-) 

Figure 3.6: Comparison of the measured heat flux, the theoreticallaminar and turbulent heat flux in 
the perfect case at BR=0.72 (M= 0.22, Reu=2.1 · 106 m- 1 ). 

Similar to the laminar heat flux, which is given by equation 2.21, the turbulent heat flux is 
defined as [1]: 

(3.4) 

with: 

N Ux = 0.0287 Re~·8 Pr0
·6 (3.5) 

where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas, x is the stream wise position on the plate, Pr 
is the Prandtl number, Nux and Rex are the local Nusselt and Reynolds numbers, Tw is the 
temperature at the plate wall and Tr is the recovery temperature, which is a function of the 
Mach number: 

(3.6) 

Fora turbulent boundary layer the value of bis 3 and the Prandtl number is equal to 0.90. 
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In the P case (figure 3.4(a)) the effect of the blowing rateon the heat flux is not very clear. 
For the first row of short gauges directly downstream of the hole it can be seen that the 
measured heat flux decreases with increasing blowing rate. Besides, the heat flux measured 
at the higher blowing rates is considerably less than the heat flux measured at lower rates. 
One might expect the opposite trend as the strength of the CVRP and thus the lifting effect 
is proportional to the blowing rate [13]. However, in this situation probably the lifting of the 
jet as a result of the large injection angle is dominant, at what the influence of the blowing 
rate is small. Although the jet is not a solid object, at the highest blowing rates (2.16 and 
2.88) the jet is rather massive and the situation might be comparable to that of a cylinder 
positioned in a flow. The Reynolds number basedon the 'diameter' of the jet and the velocity 
of the freestreamis 8500 in the conducted experiments. Figure 3.7 shows the visualization of 
the flow around a smooth cylinder at Re=10000 [6]. 

Figure 3.7: Visualization of the flow around a srnooth cylinder at Re=lOOOO [6]. 

Directly behind the cylinder a 'dead zone' is found, foliowed by a highly turbulent region 
further downstream in the wake. The 'dead zone' is characterized by a relatively low heat 
transfer. It is believed that at the highest blowing rates a similar zone originates at the po
si ti on of the first gauges downstream of the injection hole. At the lower blowing rates the 
jet is less massive, through which the comparison with a cylinder in a flow can not be made. 
The protective 'dead zone' with relatively low heat transfer is not formed and instead the free 
stream penetrates into the region. This explains the decrease in heat flux for increasing blow
ing rate. In the region 4 ~ x/ D ~ 10 any trend is not noticeable. The random distribution is 
probably caused by the fact that the turbulent mixing between the jet and the free stream is 
a irregular proces, which is different in each experiment. Because of that also the heat flux is 
different each time a measurement is performed. Around the position of the last two gauges 
the mixing of the flow seems to have stabilized, although the trend for the different blowing 
rates is not clear. 
Two large differences can be recognized when the results of jet injection through the hole with 
imperfection (I case) are compared to the perfect hole (p case). In contrast to the P case the 
heat flux measured by the first gauges downstream of the hole is considerable less. This can 
be explained with the findings of Jovanovic et al. [10], as discussed in the introduetion (see 
figure 1.4) . In the P casethereis a region of low film cooling effectiveness directly downstream 
of the injection hole. As a result of an imperfection at the exit of the hole vortices are shed 
from the jet at the trailing edge. These vortices prevent penetration of the free steam to
wards the wall, which results in an overall increase in film cooling effectiveness. On the other 
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hand it is also reported that an imperfection located at a distance of lD from the exit of the 
injection hole has the opposite effect . In that case the film cooling deteriorates. Since the 
imperfection in the our case is located at a distance of 0.5D from the exit of the injection hole, 
an intermediate effect on the rneasured heat flux like shown in figure 3.4(b) can be expected. 
The gauges in the first row downstream of the hole benefit from the protective action of the 
shed vortices, whereas the other gauges further downstream rneasure a similar heat flux level 
as in the P case. In the I case there is a consistent t rend in the heat flux as it increases for 
increasing blowing rate. Possibly the penetration of the free stream into the injection hole 
and subsequently early mixing with the jet is prevented as the jet is accelerated at the exit of 
the hole due to the local area reduction. As a result of that the mixing process is less chaotic 
compared to the P case. 
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Figure 3.8: Averaged heat flux with jet injection through (a) a perfect hole and (b) a hole that 
contains an imperfection (M=0.22, Reu=2.1 · 106 m- 1). 
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The measurement results as presented in figure 3.4 are also presented in figure 3.8. In this 
figure the heat flux that is measured by each individual gauge downstream of the injection 
hole is shown. For both cases the short gauges at the side of the flat plate, as well as the 
centerline gauges in the fust row behind the hole for the I case, are presented in close-up to 
distinguish the differences. It can be seen that the short gauges at the side of the plate are 
hardly influenced. The heat flux measured by them deviates only slightly from the laminar 
heat flux level. This means that the increased heat flux is measured almost totally by the 
centerline gauges. 
For the employed blowing rates the maximal span wise coverage from a film cooling perspec
tive is expected to be approximately one to two injection hole diameters [10]. Note that the 
span wise disturbance of the velocity field as a result of the interaction between the jet and 
the free stream is larger. The distance between the edge of a short gauge at the side of the 
plate and the center of the injection hole is 10.75 mm. From this it can be concluded that the 
side gauges are not covered. The small deviation from the laminar heat flux is probably due 
to the combination of the measurement inaccuracy and the fact that the laminar boundary 
layer along the side of the plate is disturbed somewhat. The extension of the disturbance 
to the side of the plate is proportional to the strength of the jet and thus to the blowing 
rate. This explains the slight increase in heat flux measured by the side gauges for increasing 
blowing rate. A close-up of the injection hole and the short centreline gauges in the first row 
downstreamof it is shown in figure 3.9. 

~ --------------- --~~2-----------

g 
Figure 3.9: Close-up of the injection hole and the short heat flux gauges at 2 0101 downstreamof it. 

Assuming a span wise coverage of approximately one to two injection hole diameters it can 
be concluded that the jet covers only a small part of the total length of a gauge. Due to 
the 1.5 mm lateral gap between the centreline gauges the coverage of a short gauge by the 
cooled area is approximately one-third of its length. Since the over the totallength of a gauge 
integrated heat flux is reconstructed, the effect of the jet might be measured together with 
the effects of flow structures that are induced in the region outboard of the jet. This makes it 
difficult the evaluate the effect of the jet itself on film cooling. Another disadvantage of the 
thin film layout is the large spacing between the gauges. Especially in the vicinity of the hole 
a better resolution is desirable. With more measuring points it is probably easier to explain 
measurement results. For example, with the present gauge layout it is almost impossible to 
recognize attachment of the jet to the plate. 
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It can be concluded that the results of the basic film cooling experiments that are performed 
with the adjusted glass plate with heat flux gauges on top are difficult to understand. In com
bination with the disturbance of the free stream boundary layer downstream of the injection 
hole the high jet trajectory, which is the result of the large injection angle, is believed to be 
the main reason for the increase in heat flux when a jet is injected. The layout of the gauges 
on top of the fiat plate is not ideal in combination with the 4 mm injection hole. The gauges 
are too long and the spacing between them is too large. However, looking at the aim of the 
conducted experiments it appears that the Ludwieg tube and the heat flux measuring method 
are usable for film cooling research. The infl.uence of jet injection on the heat transfer from 
the test plate to the free stream is clearly visible. Besides that it is also possible to distinguish 
the effects of an imperfection in the injection hole and different blowing rates. Next chapter 
will focus on the design of a new test plate with a thin metal film layout which is optimized 
for conducting film cooling experiments. With the new plate the jet injection angle should be 
37° to prevent excessive lifting of the jet. 
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Chapter 4 

Film cooling experiments with an 
optimized set-up 

At the beginning of this chapter the design of a new test plate is discussed. Like the old test 
plate that is constructed for the basic film cooling experiments it consists of a metal support 
for a glass plate with heat flux gauges on top. The new thin metal film layout is optimized for 
conducting film cooling experimentsin the Ludwieg tube. The results of measurements that 
are performed with the new test plate will be discussed at the end of this chapter. 

4.1 Design of a new test plate 

4.1.1 The design of an optimized thin metal film layout 

In the previous chapter it is concluded that the gauges on top of the old glass plate are too 
long in combination with the 4 mm injection hole. Depending on the blowing rate, the span 
wise spreading of the jet from a film cooling point of view (i.e. the cooled area) is between 
one and two hole diameters. Besides that, especially in the region just downstream of the 
hole the 10 mm spacing between the gauges should be reduced to obtain a better resolution. 
The diameter of the injection hole that is made in the old plate is determined to obtain the 
maximal resolution without exceeding the Reynolds numbers ReD which are characteristic for
the water channel research too much. In the design of a new thin metal film layout, which 
had to be optimized for performing film cooling experiments, it was desired to hold on to an 
injection hole with a diameter of 4 mm. Furthermore, for the new layout it was also desired to 
maintain the dimensions of the layout on the old plate (190 x 85 mm). In that way a test plate 
with dimensions similar to those of the test plate as shown in figure 3.1 can be made, through 
which the same test section can be used without large adjustments. Another advantage is that 
the distance between the leading edge of the plate and the turbulence grids remains the same, 
through which the results of hot wire measurements that are obtained with the old plate can 
be used. 
Upstream of the injection hole a few gauges are required to check the boundary layer along 
the plate and the accuracy of the measured heat flux. Like with the old plate this will be 
done by camparing the measured heat flux to the (theoretica!) laminar heat flux. The spacing 
between the gauges upstream of the hole is not very important. The density of the gauges 
downstream of the hole had to be as large as possible, especially in the near region. 
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For production reasons the substrate for the new thin metal film layout was required to be a 
disc made of borosilicate glass, with a diameter of 100 mm and a thickness of 0.5 mm. The 
size of the layout itself was constrained to the area of a circle with a diameter of 90 mm. 
Because of these small dimensions two plates, each with a different layout, are designed and 
produced. Figure 4.1 depiets the layouts. Plate A contains the layout for the gauges upstream 
of the injection hole and plate B contains the layout for the gauges downstream of the hole. 
The tracks that should be grounded are marked with a dot. The other '+' tracks are used 
to measure the resistance of the gauges with respect to ground. The plates are produced at 
LioniX B V, in cooperation with the MESA + institute in Enschede. 

(a) Plate A (b) Plate B 

Figure 4.1: Metal film layout for the (a) upstream and (b) downstream gauges. The layouts are 
applied on 0.5 mm thick borosilicate glass plates with a diameter of 100 mrn. The grounding tracks 
are rnarked with a dot. 

Gauges with a lengthof 4 mm are designed to assure that the gauges which are positioned in 
the center of the expected cooled area are covered totally by the jet. The length is equal to 
the diameter D of the hole. The width of all gauges is 10 p,m and their height is 70 nm, this 
is equal to the thickness of the metal film. The total width of the layouts in z-direction is 80 
mm. Depending on their angle, the length of the tracks is approximately 38 mm. 
The spacing between the nine gauges on plate A is 2D. Plate B contains thirteen gauges in 
the center of the expected cooled area. The spacing between the first eight gaugesis 1D, after 
which it increases to 1.5D for the next four gauges. The step of the last gauge is equal to 2D. 
Five gauges with a spacing of 2D are positioned next to the gauges in the center to investigate 
the span wise coverage of the jet. The lateral spacing between the gauges in the center and 
the side gauges is 1 mm. 
Several guidelines, which are reported by Hogendoorn [8], are foliowed in the design of both 
layouts. The applied metal is titanium, which is also used on the old. plate. Compared to 
other metals like platinum or nickel, titanium perfarms the best mainly because it is the most 
suitable for etching. As indicated in paragraph 2.3.2 etching is one of the main steps in the 
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production process of a plate with a thin metal film structure on top. By using ·titanium 
gauges with a width of 10 p,m can be produced without problems and the obtained edges are 
very sharp. 
The electrical resistance of a thin metal film is given by: 

R=~ 
hw 

(4.1) 

where l , h and w are respectively the length, height and width of the film and X is the resis
tivity of the metal, given by equation 4.2: 

X= Xo[l + no(T- To)] (4.2) 

where n0 is the temperature coefficient of resistivity, T is the temperature and the subscript 
0 refers to the reference situation (20 °C). For a titanium film the values for Xo and no are 
respectively 7.8 · 10-7nm and 1.8. 10-3 K-1. 

The resistance of the tracks that are connected to a gauge must be negligible compared to the 
resistance of the gauge itself. In that way the variation in the gauge resistance is dominant. 
The guideline given by Hogendoom [8] is that the ratio Rtrack/ R 9 should be less than 2%. 
With the dimensions of the designed gauges it follows from equation 4.1 that the width of 
the 38 mm long conneetion tracks should be at least 4.8 mm. This is also about the space 
required to glue capper wires onto the tracks with conducting silver epoxy glue. For more 
narrow tracks there is a risk of making a short circuit between two tracks with glue. 
The space required for the conneetion tracks limits the number of gauges that can be placed in 
a layout as well as the spacing between them. For plate B it was priority to obtain the maximal 
number of gauges with minimal spacing. This is accomplished by connecting a track that is 
used to measure the gauge resistance to two gauges at the same time. For grounding tracks it 
is usual to conneet them to multiple gauges as all grounding tracks are connected to common 
ground. The disadvantage of the employed methad is that the gauges which are connected to 
the same track must have separate grounding tracks, to prevent that the combined resistance 
of both is measured. Moreover, undesired loops are created when multiple grounding tracks 
of layout B are used at the same time. Simultaneously use with the grounding track of layout 
A is not a problem. To avoid loops, five measurements are necessary to collect the data of all 
gauges. 

4.1.2 The design of the support plate 

Straight edges are cut to the round glass plates after which they are pasted into shallow cav
ities that are milled in the top surface of a 3.1 mm thick brass plate. Due to the round shape 
of the glass plates, one of the nine gauges on plate A is lost by making straight edges to it. 
The new test plate can be slid inside the test section in the same way as the old test plate 
and mounted with a maximal angle of incHnation of 2.4° . Figure 4.2 shows a schematic view 
of the new test plate. A photograph of the construction is shown in appendix B. 
The leading edge of the 4 mm injection hole that is made in the brass plate is located at 112 
mm from the leading edge of the plate. For low Mach numbers the Reynolds number ReL 
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is equal to the Reynolds number used in the water channel. The sharp leading edge of 15° 
and the 2.4 ° angle of incidence prevent flow separation. The jet injection angle is 37° and the 
shape of the hole is similar to the shape of the hole that is made in the brass holder for the 
old plate (see figure 3.2). Brass tubes with an inner diameter of 4 mm and an outer diameter 
of 6 mm are used to supply the injection hole with air. They slide smoothly into the brass 
plate, in this way different injection tubes with different imperfections can be used. 
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Figure 4.2: Top and side view of the new test plate. The glass plates with heat flux gauges on top 
are pasted flush with the top surface of the brass support plate. 

A photograph of the boundary between a glass plate and the brass plate is shown in figure 
4.3. The photograph is made with the use of a microscope. The width of the gap as well 
as the height difference between both plates is in the range 10 to 15 J.Lm. The gap is filled 
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with paste that is used to fix the glass plates on top of the brass plate. The grooves in the 
brass plate have the sarne width as the gap between the glass and brass. However, with an 
estimated depth of approximately 5 p.m they are much more shallow. 

Figure 4.3: Microscopie picture of the boundary between a glass plate and the brass support plate. 

In the heat flux reconstruction the temperature at the bottorn side of the glass plates is 
assumed to be constant during measuring time (equation 2.18). From equation 2.19 it fol
Iowed that this semi-infinite assumption is justified for the old glass plate. The time required 
for the thermal front of the expansion to reach the bottorn of the plate is longer than the 
duration of the experiment. The new thin metal film layouts are produced on borosilicate 
glass, which has the following bulk properties: p = 2200 kg/m3, c = 830 J /kgK and k = 
1.12 W /mK. With these properties and a plate thickness of 0.5 mm it follows from equation 
2.19 that the thermal front reaches the bottorn side of the plates 25 ms after rupturing the 
diaphragm. This is shorter than the measurement time (about 45 ms). To prevent heat stor
age at the boundary between the glass plates and the brass plate, thermal conductive paste 
is used to optimize the heat transfer between them. The brass plate is expected to function 
as a heat sink. It is assumed that the error in the reconstructed heat flux as a result of the 
semi-infinite assumption is in the order of the measurement inaccuracy. Quantification of the 
error is not carried out in this research. 

4.2 Experiments with the new test plate 

4.2.1 Testing of the heat flux gauges 

Before conducting film cooling experiments the new heat flux gauges are tested. It turned 
out that the resistance of the gauges is much larger than expected. With the dimensions of a 
gauge (length 4mm, width 10 p.m and height 70 nm) and the resistivity of titanium, it follows 
from equation 4.1 that the resistance of a gauge is expected to be 4.5 kD. However, the actual 
resistance is between 13 and 17 kD. The cause for this big difference is not clear. 
The length of the gauges is measured and it is 4 mm. From the temperature coeffi.cient of 
resistivity eto, which is obtained by means of calibration at different temperatures, it is con
cluded that the gauges are made of titanium. The width of the gauges is measured optically 
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with a microscope. lt is found that the width of the gauges is 25 J.Lm, instead of the specitied 
10 f..Lm . From recalculation of the height, using the measured resistance and gauge dimensions, 
it follows that the gauges should be extremely thin, only 8 nm instead of the specitied 70 nm. 
This could not be confirmed by the producer. Although an unknown error seems to have 
occurred during production, no further problems are encountered because of it. 
Problems occurred with measuring some of the gauges downstreamof the injection hole (the 
layout in tigure 4.1(b)). It turned out to be impossible to measure the resistance of a gauge 
accurately, while two gauges are connected to the same '+' track. Although both gauges 
are not measured at the same time, the unused gauge functions probably as an antenna and 
the catched 50 Hz noise is noticed by the gauge that is measured. The only solution for the 
problem was to disconneet (destroy) four gauges, which resulted in only one gauge for one 
'+' track. From the encountered problems it can be concluded that a thin metal film layout 
should be simple, with a separate '+' track for each gauge. 

A series of laminar flow measurements is performed to check the accuracy of the heat flux 
gauges. Figure 4.4 shows the uncorrected measured heat flux for laminar flow conditions at 
a unit-Reynolds number of 1.6 · 106 m-1. Also the analytica! solution for the heat flux in a 
laminar boundary layer (equation 2.21) is shown. Like before, the stream wise position x on 
the plateis normalized with the injection hole diameter. The leading edges of the hole and test 
plate correspond to x/ D = 0 and x/ D = -28 respectively. For the laminar flow measurements 
the injection hole is closed to form a smooth surface. 
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Figure 4.4: Measured heat flux compared with the theoretical heat flux with a laminar boundary 
layer (M =0.22, Re.,=l.6 · 106 m-1 

). 

Although the gaps between the glass plates and the brass are small and tilled with paste, it 
can be seen that the boundary layer is tripped by the tirst gap downstream of the leading 
edge of the plate. As the flow progresses further downstream the boundary layer relaminarises 
and at the position of the second gap it is thick enough to withstand tripping. In the vicinity 
of the injection hole the boundary layer is almost totally laminar. To obtain a completely 
laminar boundary layer the top surface of a test plate should be made from one glas plate. 
For the old test plate the measured heat flux is corrected to the theoretica! heat flux by in-
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troducing a multiplicative calibration factor (equation 2.24). As the boundary layer on the 
new test plate is not completely laminar, this calibration method is not applied. Instead, the 
results of measurements with jet injection will be compared to the heat flux which is measured 
without jet injection (i.e. a closed injection hole). 
The noise level in the reconstructed heat flux is found to be similar to the noise level for the 
gauges on top of the old test plate (see figure 2.10(b)). Reproducibility of the measured heat 
flux is also found similar. It can be concluded that the new heat flux gauges are suitable 
for conducting film cooling experiments. The results of the film cooling experiments that are 
performed with the new test plate are discussed in next paragraph. 

4.2.2 Film cooling experiments 

Film cooling experiments with the new test plate are conducted by means of jet injection 
through a perfect hole (P case) and a hole which contained an imperfection (I case). The 
geometry of the hole with the imperfection is similar to the geometry of the imperfect hole 
that is used in the film cooling experiments with the old test plate (see figure 3.3). This 
means that the ring which simulates the imperfection is located inside the injection hole at 
a distance of 0.5D from the hole leading edge. Different to the hole in the old plate is the 
angle of inclination, which is 37° now. All experiments are performed at a Mach number of 
0.22 and a unit-Reynolds number of 1.6 · 106 m-1 . With these conditions the temperature 
difference between the jet and the free stream is 23.6 K. The applied blowing rates are 0.4, 
0.8 and 1.2. A calibrated mass flow controller is used to set the blowing rates. In the film 
cooling experiments with the old test plate the MFC was connected directly to the injection 
tube. In the experiments with the new plate a small plenum is located between the MFC and 
the injection tube. Two holes in the plenum wall provide the possibility to mount a pressure 
and temperature sensor. All experiments discussed in this paragraphare perforrr1ed twice and 
good reproducibility is found. 
Figure 4.5 shows the measured heat flux in the P and I case, as well as the heat flux which is 
measured with a closed injection hole. In figure 4.6 the heat fluxes downstream of the injection 
hole are shown in close-up. The colors represent the three different blowing rates. 
SimHar to the results that are obtained with the old test plate, it is concluded that downstream 
of the jet injection into the laminar boundary layer the heat flux increases significantly. The 
increase in heat flux measured with the new plateis even larger than the heat flux measured 
with the old one, especially in the I case (see figure 3.6). At blowing rates of 0.8 and 1.2 the 
heat flux measured directly downstream of the injection hole is above the heat flux level which 
is expected in a turbulent boundary layer. 
Except for the P case at BR=0.4, the maximum heat flux is measured with the first gauge 
downstream of the injection hole. The stream wise position of this gauge corresponds to 
x I D=2. The heat flux then decreases constantly as the jet progresses further downstream, 
until a more or less stable heat flux level is reached in the far field (i.e. x I D> 12). This stable 
heat flux level is comparable for all cases. The heat flux measured in the P case at BR=0.4 
shows the opposite trend. The first gauge downstreamof the hole measures the laminar heat 
flux level, after which the heat flux increases as the jet progresses further downstream. The 
stable heat flux level that is reached in the far field is again comparable to the level that is 
reached in the other cases. 
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Figure 4.5: Measured heat flux with jet injection through (a) a perfect hole (P case) and (b) a hole 
that contains au imperfection at 0.5D frorn the leading of the hole (I case) (M = 0.22, Reu=l.6 · 106 
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Figure 4.6: Heat flux measured downstream of the injection hole in the perfect and imperfect case 
(M=0.22, Reu=l.6 ·106 m - 1 ). 

For both the P and I case a clear trend for the different blowing rates is present as the heat 
flux increases for increasing blowiug rate. Gomparing the P and I case at equal blowing rate, 
it follows that the heat flux increases as a result of the imperfection in the injection hole. This 
holds for all blowing rates. However, it should be noted that the absolute increase in heat flux 
as a result of the imperfection decays for increasing blowing rate. 
In previous chapter the increase in heat flux was explained with the high jet trajectory, around 
which the disturbed free stream was expected to penetrate to the wall. From the experiments 
that are conducted with the new test plate it can be concluded that the increase in heat flux 
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is not simply the result of excessive jet lifting. The 37° injection angle which is realized with 
the new plate is representative for the cooling holes in a turbine blade and low to moderate 
blowing rates are applied. With these conditions excessive lifting of the jet should be pre
vented. 
A more likely explanation for the increase in heat flux is that the benefit of the temperature 
difference between the jet and the free steam (Tjet - T 00 ) is overshadowed totally by the in
crease of the heat transfer coeffi.cient, which is disadvantageous from a film cooling perspective. 
The increase of the heat transfer coefficient is the result of mixing between the jet and the 
free stream, by which the free stream boundary layer is disturbed. Mixing is enhanced by the 
CRVP as it draws fluid from the region outboard of the jet into it. 
In film cooling research the heat transfer coeffi.cient is generally defined as: 

(4.3) 

The relation between the heat flux with and without jet injection (i.e. a closed injection hole 
in our case) is given by [15]: 

q" = _1 1- ".,o 11 h ( ) 
q0 ho 

(4.4) 

where q~ and ho are respectively the heat flux and heat transfer coeffi.cient without jet injec
tion. The dimensionless parameters effectiveness 'Tl and jet temperature 0 are defined by: 

'Tl = 
Too- Tjilm 

(4.5) 
Too-Tjet 

0 = 
Too-Tjet 

(4.6) 
Too- Twall 

In our case the free stream temperature T 00 is 269 K, which is constant for constant Mach 
number. Since the jet temperature Tjet and the wall temperature Twall are equal toroom tem
perature, it follows from equation 4.6 that the value for 0 is 1 in the performed experiments. 
In our experiments values for the effectiveness 'Tl are not known. Figure 1.4(a) shows the dis
tribution of the film cooling effectiveness downstream of the perfect hole in the water channel, 
for a velocity ratio of 0. 75 [10]. The average effectiveness at x I D=2 is 0.3. This position 
corresponds to the first heat flux gauge downstream of the hole in our case. The average 
effectiveness over the total surface downstream of the injection hole is approximately 0.25. At 
lower blowing rates attachment of the jet to the wall improves, which results in a somewhat 
higher effectiveness. However, for higher blowing rates the opposite effect occurs as lifting of 
the jet is proportional to the blowing rate. 
With ry=0.5, which is an optimistic assumption for the applied range of blowing rates and 0=1 
it follows from equation 4.4 that the heat transfer coeffi.cient h t for au experiment with jet 
injection is allowed to he at the most 2.0h0 in order to obtain q 'I q~ :::; 1. In that case an in
crease of the heat flux due to jet injection would he prevented. However, as the effectiveness is 
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generally considerable lower, it is assumed that in the performed film cooling experirhents the 
heat transfer coeffi.cient is too high to produce a heat flux lower than the heat flux measured 
in a laminar boundary layer. It can be concluded that for the used conditions film cooling can 
not be beneficia! in case the boundary layer is laminar. 

For the P case at BR=0.4 the counter rotating vortex pair (CVRP) is weak and the jet 
attaches to the wall directly downstream of the injection hole. As a result, the free stream is 
not able to penetrate to the wall and the effectiveness TJ is relatively high in the near region. 
As the mixing by the weak CVRP and thus the increase of the heat transfer coeffi.cient is not 
severe, the first gauge downstream of the hole measures the laminar heat flux level. As the 
jet progresses downstream the mixing with the free stream and consequently the heat transfer 
coeffi.cient increases and the effectiveness decreases. As a result the heat flux increases. 
With increasing blowing rate the jet starts to lift in the vicinity of the hole and attaches to the 
wall further downstream. Consequently, the region directly downstream of the injection hole 
is heavily penetrated with the low-temperature free stream and the mixing in the region is 
severe because of the strong CVRP. Once the jet attaches to the plate the proteetion against 
penetration of the free steam is better. This explains why at high blowing rates the heat flux 
shows a maximum directly downstream of the injection hole, after which it decreases further 
downstream. In the far field downstream of the injection hole the CRVP breaks down and 
a quasi-turbulent field is formed. The heat transfer coeffi.cient is determined by the mixing 
within the field. Apparently the field is quite stable, through which the heat transfer coeffi.
cient does not change a lot from the moment the CVRP breaks down. This might explain the 
observation that the heat fluxes reach a more or less stabie level in the far field downstream 
of the injection hole. Due to the area reduction in the injection hole by the imperfection the 
jet is locally accelerated, which has the same effect as increasing blowing rate. This explains 
why the heat flux increases in the I case at the same blowing rate compared to the P case. 
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Figure 4.7: heat flux without and with turbulence grid 4 positioned at 135 mm upstream of the 
leading edge of the plate (M=0.22, Reu=1.6 ·106 m-1). 
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To investigate the effect of jet injection into a non-laminar boundary layer , experiments are 
performed with turbulence grid 4 placed inside the test section. With the grid positioned at 
135 mrn upstrearn of the leading edge of the test plate, the free strearn turbulence level at 
the leading edge of the plate is 8. 7%. Figure 4. 7 shows that a transitional boundary layer 
is obtained. A jet is injected into the transitional boundary layer through a perfect and an 
imperfect hole at two different blowing rates, 0.4 and 0.8. Figure 4.8 shows the rneasured heat 
flux for both the P and I case. The heat flux which is rneasured downstrearn of the injection 
hole is presented in figure 4.9. In both figures the colors represent the different blowing rates. 
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Figure 4.8: Me&;ured heat flux with jet injection into the transitional boundary layer (M = 0.22, 
Reu=l.6 · 106 m - 1 , Tu=8.7%). 
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Figure 4.9: Heat flux measured downstreamof the injection hole with a transitional boundary layer 
(M=0.22, Reu=l.6 · 106 m - 1 , Tu=8.7%). 
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In figures 4.8 and 4.9 it can be seen that jet injection becomes beneficia! from a film cooling 
perspective if the initial boundary layer is transitional. The best result is obtained in the P 
case at BR=OA. For that situation the heat flux is continuously lower than the heat flux 
measured without jet injection. In the far field downstream of the injection hole jet injection 
becomes beneficia! for all cases. Similar to results of jet injection into a laminar boundary 
layer it can be seen that the heat flux increases as a result of increasing blowing rate or an 
imperfection in the injection hole. Besides, in both cases at BR=0.8 and in the I case at 
BR=OA the maximum heat flux is measured again with the first gauge downstreamof the in
jection hole. The explanation for the observed trends has already been given in the discussion 
of the results of jet injection into the laminar boundary layer. As the blowing rate increases 
the jet starts to lift in the vicinity of the hole and attaches to the plate further downstream. 
As a result the free steam is able to penetrate to the wall and the heat transfer coefficient is 
increased. An imperfection in the injection hole has the same effect since the jet is accelerated 
by the local area reduction. Jet injection at BR=1.2 into the transitional boundary layer is 
not carried out in this research. Nevertheless, it is expected that the observed trends for the 
different blowing rates and an imperfection in the injection hole are consistent. 
If the heat flux is compared to the heat flux measured with injection into the laminar bound
ary layer, it follows that the values at are quite similar for both the Pand I case at ER =0.8. 
The results for the P case are shown in 4.10(b). At BR=OA the difference between the results 
for the P case is well visible, see figure 4.10(a) . In the far field the heat flux measured without 
induced turbulence is even higher than then the heat flux level measured with a free stream 
turbulence level of 8.7%. 
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of jet injection into the laminar and transitional boundary layer for the 
perfect hole at (a) BR=0.4 and (b) BR=0.8(M=0.22, Reu=l.6 · 106 m- 1). 

It seems that the influence of the free stream turbulence level on the heat flux is small when a 
jet is injected at a high blowing rate. At lower blowing rates the influence is noticeable. More 
experiments at different blowing rates and free stream turbulence levels should be performed 
to investigate this observation. 
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It can be concluded that the heat flux and thus the heat transfer coefficient is rriostly de
termined by the extent to which the jet is attached to the surface, in combination with the 
extent of mixing between the jet and the free stream boundary layer. The initia! heat transfer 
coefficient in a transitional boundary layer is considerable higher compared to the laminar 
heat transfer coefficient. Since the heat transfer coefficient as a result of jet injection is similar 
in both cases (laminar and transitional boundary layer), it follows from equation 4.4 that the 
ratio q" j q~ becomes smaller as the boundary layer becomes more turbulent. This explains 
why jet injection into a transitional boundary layer is beneficia! in our case. 



Chapter 5 

Concluding discussion 

The research presented in this thesis deals with film cooling experiments in a Ludwieg tube. 
Film cooling is a method to proteet turbine blades against the hot gas flow to which they are 
exposed. From experiments with a water channel set-up it was concluded that imperfections 
in the injection hole geometry, which originate during the production process, can have a big 
influence on the film cooling effectiveness. In the worst case the film cooling can deteriorate in 
a way, which in practice willlead to devastating hot spots on a turbine blade. The objective 
of this research was to investigate thè findings of the water channel research by performing 
film cooling experiments under more gas turbine representative conditions (i.e. air as medium 
and high free stream velocities). 
A Ludwieg tube, which was available from research in the past, has been modilied for film 
cooling research. The Ludwieg tube is an excellent experimental facility to generate a high
velocity flow. lts main advantage is that the Mach number and Reynolds number can be varled 
independently over a wide range, which provides the possibility to investigate the individual 
effect of bath on film cooling. Additionally, it is easy to adjust the free stream turbulence level 
by means of static grids that are placed inside the tube. The free stream turbulence created 
in this way is characterized by performing constant temperature hot-wire measurements. 
It is shown that the flow conditions which are abtairred during an experiment are well known 
and constant during the 45 ms available measuring time. The accuracy of reproduetion of 
the flow conditions is proved to be very high, especially for high Mach number numbers in 
combination with high unit-Reynolds numbers. 
Film cooling experiments are conducted by means of injection of a jet into the free stream 
boundary layer along a test plate. The test plate is positioned in the high-velocity flow in the 
Ludwieg tube. The free stream is caoled due to the expansion inside the tube, whereas the 
jet and test plate are at room temperature. With this configuration the injected jet should 
proteet the test plate against cooling by the free stream. Thin metal film gauges which are 
located on top of the test plate are used to measure the heat flux. It is shown that accurate 
heat flux measurements can be performed with this measuring technique. 

To assess the actual possibilities of film cooling research with the Ludwieg tube, first a series 
of measurements with an adjusted old test plate is performed. As the effect of jet injection was 
clearly noticeable, the main condusion of those measurements was that it is possible to per
farm film cooling experiments with the Ludwieg tube. and the applied measuring techniques. 
However, partly because of the inadequate thin film layout on top of the test plate it was 
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diffi.cult to understand and explain the results. The heat flux measurements showed that, 
compared to the case without jet injection, the heat flux increases as a result of the introdue
tion of a jet into the laminar boundary layer along the test plate. Thus, with jet injection the 
plate was less protected against the low-temperature free stream than without jet injection. 
This is the opposite intention of film cooling. lt was believed that the increased heat flux is 
a direct result of excessive jet lifting, caused by a large jet injection angle and rather high 
blowing rates. Lifting of the jet is proportional to the blowing rate. If the jet lifts, the free 
stream can penetrate to the wall via the disturbed boundary layer. 

A new test plate with a for film cooling experiments optimized thin metal film layout is 
designed. Compared to the layout on the old test plate shorter gauges are applied and the 
distance between the gauges is reduced to obtain a better resolution. In the design of the new 
layout it is found that a thin metal film layout should be simple to prevent diffi.culties with 
noise during measurements. More specific, each heat flux gauge should have an own '+'track. 
A jet is injected into a laminar boundary layer along the new plate through both a perfect 
round injection hole and a hole which contained an imperfection. Different blowing rates are 
applied and the free stream Mach number was equal to 0.22, by which the temperature dif
ference between the jet and free stream was 23.6 K. 
Similar to the results that are obtained with the old test plate, again it is found that the heat 
flux from the plate tothefree stream increases as aresult of jet injection. Further, it is noticed 
that the heat flux increases for increasing blowing rate or as a result of an imperfection in 
the injection hole. This can be explained by the fact that lifting of the jet, which allows the 
free stream to penetrate to the plate, is proportional to the blowing rate. An imperfection in 
the injection hole has the same effect since the jet is accelerated as a result of the local area 
reduction. With the new test plate excessive jet lifting is prevented, therefore it is concluded 
that this is not the cause for the general increase in heat flux. 
A more likely explanation for the increase in heat flux is that the benefit of the applied temper
ature difference between the jet and the free stream is overshadowed totally by the increase 
of the heat transfer coeffi.cient, which is as a result of mixing between the jet and the free 
stream boundary layer. Especially this holds when the initial boundary layer is laminar, as 
the initial heat transfer coeffi.cient is very low in that case. Consequently, a small increase of 
the heat transfer coeffi.cient will then result in the increase of the heat flux. It is concluded that 
for the used conditions film cooling can not be beneficial in case the boundary layer is laminar. 

To enquire into the theory about increasing heat transfer coeffi.cient, a jet is injected into 
a non-laminar boundary layer ( with a higher initial heat transfer coeffi.cient). A transitional 
boundary layer is obtained by creating a free stream turbulence level of 8.7%. It is shown that 
jet injection is beneficial in this case. Further it is found that the magnitude of the measured 
heat flux is similar to the heat flux which is measured with an initiallaminar boundary layer, 
especially at high blowing rates. In that case this means that the influence of the free stream 
turbulence level on the heat flux is small. The heat flux is determined by the extent to which 
the jet is attached to the surface in combination with the extent of mixing between the jet 
and free stream boundary layer. At low blowing rates the jet is well attached to the surface 
and as the counter rotating vortex pair is weak, mixing is limited. Consequently, from a film 
cooling perspective the best result is obtained at a low blowing rate. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION 

The experiments with the new test plate are performed at a constant Mach number, a con
stant unit-Reynolds number and a constant free stream turbulence level. It is recommended 
to vary these parameters is future film cooling research with the Ludwieg tube to investigate 
their effect on film cooling. Besides, it is worthwhile to investigate the influence of the size of 
an imperfection as well as its position inside the injection hole. 
It is shown that the best film cooling results are obtained at low blowing rates. However, at 
very low blowing rates it is expected that the downstream coverage of the jet is too limited. 
To find the optimal blowing rate, more experiments should be performed in which the blowing 
rate is varied. 
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Appendix A 

U ncertainty analysis 

A.l Calibration of the Viatran pressure sensor 

The Viatran pressure sensor which is mounted at the stream wise position as the leading edge 
of the testplateis calibrated in combination with the data acquisition system (1/ 0 board and 
Labview). The true pressure ranged from 0.63 bar to atmospheric pressure. The calibration 
data (in bar) is given in table A.l and tigure A.l shows the calibration curve. 

P(true) 

P(measured) 

... 

.. . 

1.0186 0.9986 

1.0141 0.9924 

0.8186 0.7986 

0.8137 0.7931 

0.9786 0.9586 0.9386 0.9186 0.8986 

0.9704 0.9517 0.9306 0.9135 0.8919 

0.7786 0.7586 0.7386 0.7186 0.6986 

0.7711 0.7548 0.7314 0.7129 0.6905 

Table A.l : Calibration data. 

0.65 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.9 0.95 

true pressure [bar] 

0.8786 
0.8724 

0.6786 

0.6713 

Figure A.l: Calibration curve for the Viatran pressure sensor. 
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APPENDIX A. UNCERTAINTY ANALYSIS 

The coeffi.cients a and b of the first order fit P(meas) = a · P(true) + b are 0.999 aild -0.006 
respectively. The 0.006 bar offset over the whole range has been corrected by adding the value 
0.006 to all measured values. The remairring uncertainty in the measured pressure consists 
of two components, the bias (or constant) and the repeatability (or random) error. Bothare 
estimated by means of taking 30 readings at two different pressure levels (1.0186 bar and 
0.8186 bar). 
The mean of n number individual readings Pi is defined as: 

1 n 

p=- 2:>i 
n i=l 

(A.l) 

and the sample standard deviation (also called the precision index of the sample population) 
is defined as: 

(A.2) 

The bias error is defined as the difference between the true value of the pressure and the mean 
measured value: 

Bp = P(true) - P (A.3) 

and an estimate of the scatter around the mean, which is caused by random errors and un
steadiness, is given by the precision limit: 

(A.4) 

where t, which is read from a table, is defined by the number of readings. For n=30 the 
value of t is 2.045 [4). The interval defined by p ± Pp gives the range within which, with 95% 
confidence, another reading of the pressure would fall. 
The overall uncertainty in the measured pressure now becomes: 

U = (B2 + p2)1/2 p p p (A.5) 

Application of equations A.l to A.5 to the pressure readings yields the following results: 

P(true) [Pa) p [Pa) Sp [Pa) Bp [Pa) Pp [Pa) Up [Pa) 

1.0186. 105 1.0179. 105 39 70 80 106 
0.8186 ·lOb 0.8191 ·lOb 45 -50 92 105 

Table A.2: Results of the uncertainty estimation in the measured pressure. 

For further calculations the uncertainty in the measured pressure is taken 110 Pa. 
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A.2 Uncertainty in the calculated flow conditions 

If the data reduction equation used for determining the quantity Q from the measured quau
tities % q2, ... , qn is given by [4): 

Q = Q(q1, q2, ... , qn) (A.6) 

then the uncertainty in Q can be expressed by the uncertainties in the measured quantities 
l::.q1, l::.q2, ... , l::.qn: 

(A.7) 

Algebraic simplification of the uncertainty expression is generally achieved by dividing the 
equation by the square of the calculated quantity: 

(l::.Q)2 [( 1 8Q )
2 ( 1 8Q )

2 ( 1 8Q )
2] Q = Q 8q1 l::.ql + Q 8q2 l::.q2 + ... + Q 8qn l::.qn 

When the data reduction equation is in the form: 

Q-kabc - q1q2q3 ... 

(A.8) 

(A.9) 

where k and the exponents are positive or negative constants, then the uncertainty expression 
has a very useful specific form: 

(l::.QQ)
2 
=a2(~~1r +b2(~!2)

2 

+c2(~:3r +... (A.lO) 

The flow conditions during an experiment are calculated from the initial temperature Ti, 
the initial pressure Pi in the Ludwieg tube and the recorded pressure Pt· The temperature is 
read with an uncertainty of O.lK and the uncertainty in the pressure is 110 Pa. With these 
values the uncertainty in the flow conditions is calculated by means of equations A.6 to A.lO. 
The relative error in the pressure is the largest for low unit-Reynolds numbers (i.e. low initial 
pressures). Because of that, the uncertainties are evaluated at the lowest applied initial pres
sure (pi=0.3 bar). Since the values of universal constauts like Rand 1 are known with great 
accuracy, the uncertainty in those quantities is assumed to be zero. 

• Initia! speed of sound 
The data reduction equation for the initial speed of sound is in the special form of 
equation A.9. Application of equation A.lO and assuming zero uncertainty in the gas 
constant R and ratio of specific heats 1 yields: 

(~:ir = 

(~:i) = 

(~)2(~)2 

(1)2 ( 0.1 )2 2 . 293 = 1. 71 . w-4 or 0.02% 

(A.ll) 

(A.12) 

(A.13) 
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• Mach number 
Sirree the data reduction equation for the Mach number is not in the form of equation 
A.9, the uncertainty intheMach number is determined according to equation A.7: 

Mt = ,:1[(~:)-w -1] =5[(~:)-1/7 -1] (A.14) 

8Mt -~ (Pt) -1/7 (A.15) = 
8pt 7pt Pi 

8Mt ~ (Pt) -1/7 (A.l6) = 
8pi 7pi Pi 

(6Mt)2 = ( -~(Pt)-117 6pt)
2 

+ (~(Pt)-117 6pir (A.l7) 
7 Pi Pt 7 Pi Pi 

For the smallest realizable Mach number (Mt=0.08, ~=0.9) it follows: 

( 
5 110 ) 

2 
( 5 110 ) 

2 

- 7 · 0·9-
117 

· 21ooo + 7 · 0·9-
117 

· 3oooo (A.l8) 

= 
0~~~~9 = 4.88 · 10-2 

or 4.88% (A.19) 

and for the largest realizable Mach number (Mt=0.48, ~=0.50) it follows: 

( 5 110 )
2 (5 110 )

2 

- 7 · 0·5-
117 

· 15ooo + 7 · 0·5-
117 

· 3oooo (A.20) 

0.0065 -2 --o.48 = 1.35 · 10 or 1.35% (A.21) 

• Speed of sound 
Application of equation A.8 yields: 

Ct = 
Ci Ci 

1 = 1 
1 + 2 Mt ( r - 1) 1 + 5 Mt 

(A.22) 

1 
(A.23) 
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-Ci 
= 

5(1 + !Mt)2 
(A.24) 

( 
1 + !Mt 1 D.Ci) 2 + ( 1 + gMt -Cï D.Mt) 2 (A.25) 

Ci 1 + !Mt Ci 5(1 + gMt)2 

For Mt=0.08 it follows: 

D.ct 
-= (1.71· 10-4)2 + ( ( ~ 1 

· 0.0039)
2 

= 8.06 ·10-4 ar 0.08% (A.26) 
5 1 + 5. 0.08) Ct 

and for Mt=0.48 it follows: 

(1.71·10-4)2 + ( ( ~ 1 
· 0.0065)

2 
= 1.11·10-3 ar 0.11% (A.27) 

5 1 + 5. 0.48) 

• Free stream temperature 
Application of equation A.10 yields: 

For Mt=0.08 it follows: 

D.:{t = J22. (8.06 · 10-4)2 = 1.61 · 10-3 ar 0.16% 

and for Mt=0.48 it follows: 

D.:{t = J22. (1.11. 10-3)2 = 2.22. 10-3 ar 0.22% 

• Free stream velocity 
Application of equation A.lO yields: 

(A.28) 

(A.29) 

(A.30) 

(A.31) 

(A.32) 

(A.33) 
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For Mt=0.08 it follows: 

l:J.:t = )(4.88 · 10-2)2 + (8.06 · 10-4)2 = 4.88 · 10-2 or 4.88% (A.34) 

and for Mt=0.48 it follows: 

l:J.:t = )(1.35 ·10-2)2 + (1.11 · 10-3)2 = 1.35 · 10-2 or 1.35% (A.35) 

• Free stream density 
Application of equation A.lO yields: 

(A.36) 

(A.37) 

For Mt=0.08 it follows: 

( 
110 ) 

2 

27000 
+ (1.61 · 10-3)2 = 4.38 · 10-3 or 0.44% (A.38) 

and for Mt=0.48 it follows: 

( 
110 ) 

2 

15000 
+ (2.22 · 10-3)2 = 7.66 · 10-3 or 0.77% (A.39) 

• Dynamic viscosity 
Assuming that 110.4~2.5Tt, then application of equation A.10 yields: 

J.Lt = 1.458 . 10-6 Tt3/2 = 1.458 . 10-6 r,l/2 
Tt + 110.4 3.5 t 

(A.40) 

(A.41) 

For Mt=0.08 it follows: 

= (~ r. (1.61. 10-3)2 = 8.05. 10-4 or 0.08% (A.42) 
J.Lt 
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and for Mt=0.48 it follows: 

(~)
2

. (2.22 ·10-3)2 = 1.11·10-3 or 0.11% 

• Unit-Reynolds number 
Application of equation A.lO yields: 

For Mt=0.08 it follows: 

For Mt=0.48 it follows: 

UtPt -1 
= -- = UtPtiLt 

/Lt 

6Reu 2 -R = 4.90 · 10- or 4.90% 
eu 

6Reu 2 -R = 1.56 · 10- ar 1.56% 
eu 

(A.43) 

(A.44) 

(A.45) 

(A.46) 

(A.47) 

The uncertainty in the unit-Reynolds number is dominated by the uncertainty in the Mach 
number via the free stream velocity. The maximum expected uncertainty of 4.90% holds 
for the most inaccurate combination, which is the lowest realizable Mach and unit-Reynolds 
number (i.e. low initia! pressure). 
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Appendix B 

Experimentalset-up 

Figure B.l: The old glass plate with heat flux gauges on top adjusted for film cooling experiments. 

Figure B.2: Brass support plate for the new glass plates with the optimized thin roetal film layout. 
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Figure B.3: Photograph of the new test plate. 



Samenvatting 

De efficiëntie van een gasturbine wordt in grote mate bepaald door de temperatuur waarmee 
het gas de turbine binnenstroomt. Het streven naar meer vermogen en een hogere efficiëntie 
heeft ertoe geleid dat de turbine inlaat temperatuur tegenwoordig boven 1900 K ligt. Tur
binebladen zijn niet bestand tegen dergelijke hoge temperaturen. Film koeling is een methode 
om ze te beschermen. Koele lucht wordt aan de compressor onttrokken en daarna geïnjecteerd 
in de grenslaag over de bladen via kleine gaatjes in de wand. Een nieuwe methode om gaatjes 
in de wand van een turbine blad te maken is het boren met behulp van een laser. Echter, de 
gaatjes die op deze manier ontstaan zijn ruw en vertonen onvolmaaktheden ten opzichte van 
een rond gat. Het is daarom van belang om inzicht te krijgen in de invloed van een onvol
maaktheid in het injectiegat op de koeling. 
Het doel van het onderzoek dat wordt beschreven in dit verslag is het uitvoeren van film 
koeling experimenten, waarbij de invloed van een onvolmaaktheid in het injectiegat wordt 
onderzocht in combinatie met de parameters Mach getal, 'blowing rate' en turbulentie graad. 
De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd met een Ludwieg buis. Met de Ludwieg buis kan een subsone 
luchtstroom worden opgewekt waarvan de eigenschappen nauwkeurig bekend zijn. Een groot 
voordeel van de Ludwieg buis is dat het Mach- en Reynolds getal onafhankelijk van elkaar 
kunnen worden ingesteld. 
Een secundaire luchtstroom is geïntroduceerd in de grenslaag over een testplaat die zich in de 
Ludwieg buis bevindt. Daarbij is een temperatuurverschil van 23.6 K tussen de hoofdstroom 
en secundaire stroom toegepast. De warmteoverdracht van de testplaat naar de hoofdstroom 
is gemeten met behulp van dunne film sensoren. De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd met een 
volkomen rond injectie gat en een gat dat een onvolmaaktheid bevat. De warmteoverdracht 
gemeten bij de introductie van de secundaire stroming is vergeleken met de warmteoverdracht 
die wordt gemeten met een gesloten injectiegat. Bij een gesloten injectiegat wordt de warm
teoverdracht bepaald door de aard van de grenslaag over de testplaat. 

Allereerst zijn er metingen uitgevoerd waarbij de secundaire stroming in een laminaire grenslaag 
is geïnjecteerd. Hieruit volgde dat het voordeel van het temperatuurverschil tussen de hoofd
stroom en de secundaire stroom meer dan teniet wordt gedaan door een verhoging van de 
warmteoverdracht coëfficiënt ten gevolge van de verstoring van de grenslaag. Het resultaat 
was een aanzienlijke verhoging van de warmteoverdracht vergeleken met de warmteoverdracht 
die wordt gemeten met zonder injectie. Verder bleek dat de warmteoverdracht toeneemt voor 
toenemende 'blowing rate' alsook ten gevolge van een onvolmaaktheid in het injectiegat. 
Vervolgens is er aangetoond dat het introduceren van een secundaire stroom wel voordelig is 
vanuit het oogpunt van film koeling wanneer de initiële grenslaag in transitie is van laminair 
naar turbulent. 
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